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ABSTRACT
Phoenix  Mountain  is   located   in  the  Blue  Ridge  Province
of  North  Carolina.     A  catalog  of  the  vascular   flora,
including   440   species   and   86   families,   is   provided.     A
vegetational  analysis  was  done  at   six  sites   to
quantitatively  determine  the  canopy  dominants   of  forests
on  Phoenix  Mountain.      Presence   lists  were   constructed   for
the  other  forest   layers.     Forest   types   on  Phoenix  Mountain
included:      1)   white   oak   forest,   2)   cove   hardwood
transitional   forest,   3)   north  slope  beech  forest,
4)   alluvial   mixed  hardwoods,   5)   mixed  hardwoods   successional
community,   and   6)   red  oak  forest.     Presence   lists  were
compiled   for  plants   found  on  rock  outcrops   at   the   summit
and   in  seepage  bogs.     Rare   species   occurring   on  the
mountain    include   Z}4ZZ24m   gz.czgrd    Watson,    Pcz7ecza3   q24¢7tq2tefoz424777
L.    and   the   Appalachian   endemics   C'czrea3   pz4z.pz4z.¢fez.cz
MaLckenzie   and   Gek77z   I.czdfczte4m   Gray.      Other   species   of   limited
occurrence   on   Phoenix  Mountain   include   I;gc7c)pod4"in   sezczgo
L.  ,   Woodsba   scopuz,kna   DC.  ,   ELgmus   Tbpar.bus   W±egand,
Panbeum   Zbnear.bfozbum   ScrLbner ,   Carece   baLLeyi,  Br±tton,
iii
j7c!Z)e7¢czz.¢cz    orb4c24Zc!tc!     (Pursh. )    Torrey,    A2.e7qcz2.dcz
gz.oe7tzcz7qd4ccz    (Retzius)    Sprengel,    Pcz2.7tc}ssfc!   gz.cz7ed¢fctzbcz
DC.  ,    Spdz.aecz   zJd2.g477dcz72c[   Britton,    Pcz7€cza;    tr.¢foz42tm    L.    and
P72Zc)a;   s24Z)24Zcztcz   L.       The   flora   on   Phoenix   Mountain   compares
favorably  with  those  on  other  mountains   in  the  Southern
Appalachians .
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Phoenix  Mountain   is   situated   in  the   Blue  Ridge
Province   of  the   Southern  Appalachian  mountains   in  Ashe
County,   North  Carolina.      It   is   one   of  several   outlier
peaks   of   the   Blue  Ridge,   rising   abruptly  above   the  New
River.      Phoenix  Mountain  rises   from  a  broad  base  with  an
elevation   of   945   meters   to   a   summit   of   1436  meters.
Diverse  habitats   from  rock  outcrops   along   the   summit   to
seepage   bogs,   are   found  on  the  mountain.      Red  oak   forest
is   the   dominant  vegetation  type   on  most   of  Phoenix
Mountain.     Varying   edaphic   and  climatic  conditions   have
favored   some   localized  plant   communities   such  as   north-
slope  beech  forests   and  cove  hardwood  transitional   forests.
Most   of   the   forests   are   in  stages   of  secondary  succession.
Phoenix   is   a  mountain  of  unusual   elevation  and
position.      It   rises   approximately   500  meters   above   the
surrounding   countryside.     Bluff  Mountain,   Mount  Jefferson
and  Threetop  Mountain  are   the  only  other  major  peaks   in  the
Journal   style   followed:      Castanea
area  that   are  of  comparable  size   and  elevation.     Bluff
Mountain   is   the   only  peak   in  Ashe   County  that  has   been
systematically  collected  and  the  results  published
(Tucker,1972).      Phoenix   and   the   other  mountains   provide
unusual  habitats   in  which  montane  floras,   rich  in  rare
and  endangered  species,   flourish.     The  area  of  Phoenix
Mountain  covered  by  this   investigation  is  under  private
ownership   and   is   largely  undeveloped.     The  unique
position  and  rich  vascular   flora  of  Phoenix  Mountain
make   it   a  suitable  subject   for  a  thorough  floristic  study.
A.      Botanical
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HISTORY   0F   THE   AREA
Exploration
The  earliest  recorded  visit  of  a  botanist  to  Ashe
County  was   in   1841   by  Asa   Gray   (Sargent,1889).      Gray's
party  made  several  collecting  trips   to   the  peaks   of
Phoenix  and  Bluff  Mountains   and  Mount  Jefferson.     Asa
Gray   subsequently  visited  Ashe   County   in   1843   and   1879.
M.   A.   Curtis   (1860)   recorded   several   plant   collections
from  Phoenix  Mountain  by  Asa   Gray  confirming   his   presence
in  this   area.
Dr.   A.   E.   Radford  of  the  University  of  North  Carolina
at  Chapel  Hill  has   collected  plants   throughout  Ashe  County
since   the   late   1930's.      Dr.   Radford,   in  company  with  his
wife  and  other  associates,   has  visited  several  sites   in
Ashe   County,   including   the  north  slope   of  Phoenix  Mountain.
Plant   collections  made   in  Ashe   County  by  Radford  and  his
associates,   including   S.   Spongberg   and   S.   W.   Leonard,   are
deposited  in  the  herbarium  at  the  University  of  North
Carolina  at  Chapel  Hill.
8.      Land  use
The   first  permanent   settlement   in  Ashe  County  was   in
1772  when   three  men  built   homes   along  Wailing   Creek   (Smith,
1974).     The   town  of  Jefferson  which  lies   at   the   south  base
of  Phoenix  Mountain,   was   established  as   the  county  seat  of
Ashe   County   in   1800   (Fletcher,1963).      Permanent   settlement
on  Phoenix  Mountain  can  be   assumed  from  the   start  of  the
nineteenth  century.
Uses   of  land  on  and  around  Phoenix  Mountain  are
primarily  agricultural,   residential  and  non-industrial  with
several   small  public  tracts  around  the   lower  slopes.     A
branch  of  the  Norfolk  and  Western  Railway  skirts   Phoenix
Mountain  extending   from  West  Jefferson  to  Bina  and   then
northward  to  Abington,   Virginia.     A  gravel   quarry  is   found
on  a   lower   slope  of  Phoenix  Mountain,   one  mile  northwest  of
the  town  of  Jefferson.
Logging,   farming  and  fires  have  altered  the  vegetation
of  Phoenix  Mountain.     Evidence  of  forests   fires  was   observed
in  most   sites  visited  on  the  mountain.     According   to   local
residents,   a  major  forest  fire  occurred  about  forty  years
ago.     Lightning   strikes  near   the  summit  of  Phoenix  Mountain
are  believed  to  have  been  responsible  for  several  minor
fires.     However,   larger   fires   seem  to  have   followed
logging  operations   that   selectively  denuded  the  mountain
of  large   and  valuable  hardwoods   during   the   1930's   and
1940's.      No  major   logging   operations   have   occurred  on
Phoenix  Mountain   for   severa.1   decades.
The  steep  grades   of  the  upper  slopes   and  the
stoniness   of  the   soil  have  discouraged  development  of
Phoenix  Mountain.     A  few  permanent   homes   a.re   found  on   the
mountain  above   915  meters;   several   abandoned  home   sites
can  be   found  in  the  woods  with  the  highest  site  occurring
at   1220   meters.      Some   small-scale   farming   occurs   on
Phoenix  either   for   family  gardens   or   tobacco.     Phoenix
Mountain  has   been  used   in  past  years   for  summer  pasturage
of  cattle.     Several  of  the  local   farmers  drove  their
herds  up  the  mountain  in  the  spring   in  search  of  new
forage   and  brought   them  down  again  in  the   fall.
Dr.   John  Foster,   a  retired  professor  of  agriculture  who
grew  up   in  the   shadow  of  Phoenix,   was   able  to  point  out
old  summer  pastures   and  trails  which  are  now  reclaimed
as   young  woodlands   (Personal   communication  with
Dr.    J.    Foster,1978).
Removal   of  medicinal   and  ornamental  plants  has   been
a  problem  on  Phoenix  Mountain.      Local   people  have  been
digging  herbs   and   shrubs   on  Phoenix   for  decades.     As   a
result,   certain  species  have  been  either  exterminated
or  greatly  reduced   in  numbers.     Such  plants   as
Panaee   qubnquefoLbun  L.   aLnd  Ctlpr.bpedbun   cateeozus  valr.
p24Z7esGe7cs    (Willd.)   Correll   have   been   greatly   reduced   or
have  disappeared  from  the  more  accessible   sites.     The
delicate  habitats  on  the  rock  outcrops  near  the   summit
have  also  been  disturbed  by  the  activity  of  herb  collectors
and  hikers.
A.      Location
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Phoenix  Mountain   is   situated   in  Ashe   County,   North
Carolina   at   latitude   81°   28'   west   and   longitude   36°   27'
north.     Ashe   County   is   bounded  on   the   north  by   Grayson
County,   Virginia   and  on  the  west  by  Johnson  County,
Tennessee.     Allegheny,   Watauga   and  Wilkes   Counties,   North
Carolina,   lie   to   the   east  and  south.     Mount  Jefferson
lies   6.5   kilometers   to   the   southeast   of  Phoenix  Mountain.
Bluff  Mountain  and  Threetop  Mountain   is   8.0   kilometers
to   the  west.     The   town  of  Jefferson  is   to   the   immediate
south  of  Phoenix  Mountain.      The   area  of   the  mountain
includes   approximately   23.3   square   kilometers.     A
topographic  map   of  Phoenix  Mountain   is   included   in
Figure   1.     Only  the   slopes   of  Phoenix  Mountain  ranging
in   elevation   from   945  meters   to   1436  meters   a.re   included
in  this   investigation.
Figure   1.      Topographic  Map   of  Phoenix  Mountain
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8.      Climate
The  climate  of  the   Southern  Appalachians   exhibits
more  precipitation,   higher  wind  velocities   and  cooler
temperatures   than  the  adjacent   Piedmont  Plateau  to   the
east.     This   characterization  of  the  climate  of  the
Southern  Appalachians  may  also  be  applied  to   the  climate
of  Phoenix  Mountain.     Precise  weather  data   for   Phoenix
Mountain  is  not  available;   the  nearest  weather  station  is
at  Jefferson,   approximately  two  kilometers   to  the   south
at   an   elevation   of   902   meters.      W.   G.   Smith   (1974)   states
that   the  climate  of  Ashe  County   is   temperate  with  a  mean
annual   temperature   of   11.7°C.     The   average  July  temperature
is   21°C  while   the   average  January   temperature   is   2.7°C.
The   annual  precipitation  ranges   from  127   to   137
centimeters;   the   annual   snowfall   ranges   from   40.8   to   81.3
centimeters.     The  humidity  is   fairly  stable  at  sixty  to
seventy  percent   throughout  the  year.     The   frost-free
growing   season   is   150-170   days    (Smith,1974).      Phoenix
Mountain  lies   in  one  of  several   temperature  corridors   in
Ashe  County  caused  by   its   exposed  position  and  the   lack
of  neighboring  mountains   to   the  northwest.     The
temperatures   on  Phoenix  Mountain  may  range   from   8°   to   11°C
below  temperatures   in  the   town  of  Jefferson.     Temperature
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corridors  cause  varying  changes   in  temperature  and
precipitation  based  on  differences   in  elevation,   degree  of
slope,   slope   exposure   and  air  currents   on  Phoenix
Mountain   (Smith,1974).
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C.      Physiography
Phoenix  Mountain  is   in  the  physiographic  province  of
the  Older  Appalachians.      It   lies   in  the  Appalachian
Highlands   of   the   Blue   Ridge   (Fenneman,1938).      Phoenix
Mountain  consists   of  a  ridge  with  three  peaks.     The
elevations  of  these   three  peaks   range   from  1436  meters   to
1352  meters.     The  ridge  has   a  northeasternly  strike  with
steep,   bare  rock  cliffs  on  the  north  side  and  more  gentle,
forested   slopes   on  the   south  side.     Many  small   streams
dissect   the   slopes   of  Phoenix  Mountain  but  only  two  are
large   enough  to  have  names.      Claybank  Creek  drains   the
southern  slopes   of  Phoenix  Mountain  while  Little  Phoenix
Creek  drains   the   southeastern  and  eastern  slopes.     All
creeks   on  Phoenix  Mountain  drain   into   the  North  Fork  of
the  New  River  which  bounds   the  mountain  on   its   north
side    (USGS   Map,1968).      The   New  River   then   flows   north,
emptying   into   the   Ohio   River.
D.       Geology
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Phoenix  Mountain  lies   approximately  seventeen
kilometers  west  of  the   escarpment   front  of  the  Blue  Ridge.
Its  ridges  run  northeast  and  dip  to  the  southeast
following  the  northeasternly  strike  of  most  rock  strata
in  Ashe   County   (Brown,1968).      Phoenix  Mountain   is   an
outlier  of  the   Blue  Ridge  Mountains.      It   is   composed  of
metamorphic   rock  of   the  Ashe   Formation.      The   Blue   Ridge
and  Sauratown  Mountains   are   of  older  pre-Cambrian  age   and
lie   to   the  west  of  the  Ashe  Formation.     The  Alligator
Back  Formation  which  underlies   the   Blue   Ridge   escarpment
is   of  early  Paleozoic  and/or  pre-Cambrian  age   and   lies   to
the  east  of  this   outcrop  belt  of  the  Ashe  Formation
(Rankin,1973).
The  rocks   of  the  Ashe  Formation  are   fine-grained,
thinly  layered  sulfidic  biotite-muscovite  gneiss,
interlayered  with  mica   schist   and  amphibolite   (Rankin,1973).
This   is  distinctly  different  rock  from  the  granitic  gneiss
of  the  Blue  Ridge  or  the  mica  gneiss   and  schist  of  the
Alligator  Back  Formation.     The   lithologic   assemblage   in
the  Ashe   Formation  consists   of   ferromagnesian
metagraywackes,   both  fine-grained  and  gritty.     The
dominant  rock  type   of  the  Ashe  Formation,   a  biotite-
muscovite  gneiss,   is   a  porphyritic  gneiss  with  visible
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grains   of  quartz   and  feldspar.     This   gneiss   has   been
interpreted  as   metamorphosed  graywacke  which   is   a  grade
of   sandstone   (Rankin,1973).      According   to   Rankin   (1973),
the  most  obvious   regional  variation  within  the  Ashe
Formation  is   the  high  concentration  of  amphibolite,
particularly  in  the  area  west  and  southwest  of  Jefferson.
Amphibolite  appears   to  be  the  major  constituent  of  the
rocks   on  Phoenix  Mountain.
Amphibolite   is   a  metamorphic   facies   of  basalt.
Amphibolite   is   a  granoblastic  rock  made  up  of  plagioclase
feldspar  and  amphibole  with  variable  amounts   of  garnet,
quartz  and  epidote.     It  is  typically  only  faintly  foliated
(Gilluly,   Waiters   and  Wood ford,1968).      The   darker
amphibole  apparent  on  Phoenix  Mountain  reflects   a  high
grade   of  metamorphism   (Jackson,1970).      The   chemical
composition  of  amphibole   is   an  assemblage   of  solid-
solution  silicates   of  calcium,   magnesium,   iron  and
aluminium.     Amphiboles   range   in  color  from  light  gray  to
black,   with  the  color  dependent  upon  the  amount   of   iron
oxide  present.     Plagioclase   feldspar   is   a  sodalime
feldspar  consisting  of  sodium-aluminium  silicates   and
calcium-aluminium  silicates   (Gilluly,   Waiters   and  Wood ford,
1968).      The   combined  weathering   of  plagioclase   and
amphibole  produces   a  brown  soil.
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The  significance  of  the  weathering  of  amphibolite   is
that  calcium  and  magnesium  cations   are  released  from  its
calcium  and  magnesium  silicates.     A  lack  of  exchangeable
cations   and  an  overbundance  of  hydrogen  ions   is   one
explanation  of  soil   acidity.     The   addition  of  calcium  a.nd,
to  a   lesser  extent,   magnesium  to   the   soil   raises   soil  pH.
A  circumneutral   soil  pH  close  to   six  or   seven  releases
more  of  the   essential   elements   for  plant  growth.     For
example,   when  the  pH   is   low,   inorganic  phosphorus   is
bound  up   as   aluminium  and   iron  phosphates.      Calcium  raises
the  pH  by  replacing  hydrogen  ions   in  the  surface  of  clay
micelles   in  the  soil.     This  disturbs   the  equilibrium  of
the  aluminium  and   iron  phosphates   and   frees  phosphorus
for  plant   absorption   (Devlin,1969).      The   calcium  and
magnesium  ions   freed  by  the  decomposition  of  calcium  and
magnesium  silicates   of  amphibolite   influence   soil  pH  and,
hence,   the  availability  of  other  essential   elements.     The
availability  of  essential  elements,   in  turn,   can  affect
the   composition  of  plant   communities.
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E.      Soils
The  principal   soil   series   on  Phoenix  Mountain  are
Clifton  and  Porters   soils  which  are  both  typical  soils
from  dark,   gneissic  bedrock.     The   soils   of  the  Clifton  and
Porters   associations   are  dark,   moderately  deep   soils   on
mountain  uplands.     Clifton  soils   are  typically  brown  to
dark  reddish  brown  soils  which  fall  within  the   soil
faLmilies   of  clayey,   mixed  and  mesic   soils.      Porters   soils
are  gray-brown  soils  within  the  soil   families  of  fine-loamy,
mixed  and  mesic   soils.     Porters   soils   are  also  moderately
deep  and  well-drained,   occurring  on  the  narrow  ridges   and
steep   side   slopes   of  mountains.     The  Clifton  and  Porters
soils  become  progressively  shallower  near  and  on  the
ridgetops   of  Phoenix  Mountain.     The  depth  to  bedrock
ranges   from  five   to   fifteen  centimeters.     They  become
stony  soils   of  the  Rockland  Complex  which  are   rocky,
shallow,   upland  units   on  the  ridges  of  mountains  rising
above   915   kilometers   in  elevation.     Stones,   rock  outcrops
and  boulders  may  constitute  up  to  f ifty  percent  of  the
total   soil  mass   in  such  areas.     The  basic   amphibolite
gneiss   of  Phoenix  Mountain  weathers   to  yield  colluvial
soils   resembling  soils   of  the  Tusquitee  association.
Tusquitee   soils   are  brown  to  dark  brown  soils  which  are
deep,   well-drained  soils   of  the  fine-loamy,   mixed  and
mesic   soil   families.     They  occur   in  coves,   benches,   and
at  bases   of  toe   slopes.     All   of  the  soils   of  Phoenix
Mountain  are  moderately  fertile  but  their  stoniness,   the
decreasing  depth  to  bedrock,   and  the  steepness   of  the
slopes   serve  to  better  characterize  these  soils   (Campbell
and   Brewer,1976).
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CHAPTER    IV
MATERIALS   AND   METHODS
Collection  and  identification  of  the  vascular  flora
of  Phoenix  Mountain  began   in  the   spring   of  1977   and  was
concluded  in  the   spring  of  1979.     Collection  trips  were
made  at  weekly  intervals   throughout   the  growing   season.
Bi-weekly  visits   occurred  during  peak  blooming  periods.
Random  collections  were  made  at   all   elevations  on  each
visit  following  line   intersects  up  the  mountain.     Plants
were  collected  four  meters  on  both  sides  of  a  line
intersect.     Apt)roximately  1000  plant   specimens  were
collected  and   identified.     Voucher  specimens   are  housed
in  the  herbarium  at  Appalachian  State  University  in
Boone,   North  Carolina.
Equipment  used  in  the  field  included  an  altimeter,
compass,   topographic  maps,   county  road  map   and   standard
collecting   equipment.      Soil  pH  readings  were   taken  at
most  sites  visited  on  the  mountain.     Soil  pH  values
mentioned  in  the  text  represent  an  average  of  three
readings.     A  La  Motte   soil  pH  test  kit  was   used.
Quadrats  were  measured  by  the  use  of  a  metal   surveying
tape  and  compass.     Quadrats  used  to  determine   canopy
composition  were   ten  by  ten  meter   square  areas   located
randomly  in  a  site  being  quantitatively  analyzed.
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A  field  study  of  six  representative  plant  communities
was  made   in  the   fall   of   1978.      Six-tenths   of  a  hectare   of
forest  communities  was   analyzed  with  respect   to
composition  and  distribution  of  species.     The   composition
of  the   canopy,   subcanopy,   shrub  and  herb   layers   of  six
sites   on  Phoenix  Mountain  was   determined.     The  relative
densities,   frequencies   and  dominances   of  each  species   in
the   canopy  were   calculated  and  summed   to   give   importance
values   for  canopy  species.     The  mathematical   formulas  used
to  calculate  numerical  values   for  canopy  species  were   those
of  A.   E.   Radford   (1976).      Presence   lists   were   compiled   for
the  other  forest   layers.     The   six  sites   on  Phoenix  Mountain
included:      1)   white   oak  woods   near   the   rocky   summit;
2)   cove  hardwood  transitional   forest   in  a  mesic   location
at   1296  meters;   3)   beech  forest   in  a  rocky  site   on  a   lower
north  slope  of  Phoenix;   4)   alluvial  mixed  hardwoods   on  a
floodplain;   5)   mixed  hardwoods   successional   community  on  a
sheltered,   mesic   slope   and   6)   red  oak   forest   on  a   submesic
upper   slope.     These   sites   are   indicated  on  a  map  of
Phoenix  Mountain   in  Figure   2.     Presence   lists  were   also
compiled   for   two   other  habitats   on  Phoenix  Mountain.     The
unusual  plant  associations  on  the  rock  outcrops  of  the
summit   and   seepage   bogs   on  Phoenix  Mountain  were   also
recorded.




CHAPTER   V
LITERATURE   REVIEW
Many  of   the   genera   found  on  the   Southern  Appalachians
exhibit  ancient  or  endemic  distribution  suggesting  their
persistance  from  Arctotertiary  forests   as   discussed  by
S.   A.   Cain   (Cain,1943).      Cain   states   that   it   is   reasonable
to   suppose   that   the   Blue   Ridge  was   elevated   from   304   to   1219
meters   above   sea   level   during   the  Tertiary  period.     This
elevation  was   enough  to   have   supported  a   temperate  montane
vegetation.     Thus,   the  Appalachian  Highlands   have  been
available  for  continuous   habitation  by  such  a  flora  since,
at  least,   the  early  Tertiary.     Arctotertiary  forests  were
chiefly  composed  of  deciduous   trees   and   some  conifers.
Important   genera   were   Fczgks,    C`czstc!7cecz.    I/Zm"s,    4Z7t24s,    Bet2tzc},
CoryLus,   PopuLus,    Car.pbnus,   LLqubdambar.,   Sequoba   aLnd
G¢7tkgo   (Cain,1943).      It   is   interesting   that   the   important
canopy   species   of  modern   cove   hardwoods   were   also  major
constituents   of  the  Arctotertiary  canopy.     Modern  forest
dominants   such   as   Fc¥g24s,    C'c!stcz73ec[   and   Bete4Zcz   are   all   genera
of  ancient   origin.      Species   of  solely  American  endemic
genera   are  not   frequent,   dominant,   or   common  elements   of
the  modern  cove   hardwoods.      American   endemic   tree   genera
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aLre   Robi,nba,    Oceydendr.urn   aLnd  MagnoLLa   (MagnoLba   acunbnata  L.
of   the   section   Tulipastrum)    (Cain,1943).      American   endemic
herb   genera   aLre   Monar.da,   Rudbeel<ba,   Hydr.ophyLLum,   MedeoLa,
PhLott,   Phacetba,   Zbzba,   Heucher.a,   CoLLbnsonba,   Taeni,dba
and   ffc)"sto7e4a    (Cain,1943).      American   endemic   genera   do
not  characterize   either  the  herb  or  canopy  layer  which
bolsters   the  hypothesis   that  cove  hardwoods   evolved   from
a  circumboreal   forest   type.     Southern  Appalachian  plants
that  have  maintained  a  circumboreal  distribution  since   the
Pleistocene   or   earlier   times   include:      Zpgrt73rc)774"772,   Astez.,
Dentar.4a.   Anemone,   Vi,ota,   Sot,bdago.   Eupator.bum,   C4mbebfuga,
Oceatbs>   RanuncuLus,   PoLygonatun,   Impatbens,   Poa,   Gazbun3
CaTece,   Hepabbca,   Ver.abr.urn,    Cuscuba,    Sedum,    Cr.yptobaenba,
Geun,   Get.anbun,   I,bLkum,   Cbrieaea,   Senecbo,   Juncus,
ThaLbcbr.urn,   Panbcum,   AscLepi,as   and   Lysbmachba   (CaL±n,   L943).
Some   genera  of   the   Southern  Appalachians   show  disjunct
patterns   of  distribution.     Southern  Appalachian  tree  and
shrub  genera   that   occur  only   in  eastern  Asia  and  eastern
North   AImer±caL   aLre   Tsuga,    Hbeor.ba3   Magnoz,La,    Lbr.Lodendr.on,
HamameLbs,    Lbqubdambar.,    GZ,edbbsLa,    Cbadr.asbbs,
Saceha¥'odendr'on,   Sa8safr.as,   Benzobn.   Nyssa,   Pber'bs,
ffc{Zes¢cz,     C'73¢07tcz7ctfezA8    and    C'cztczzpcz     (Cain,1943).        The    shrub
Kaz7774cz   is   found   only   in   southeastern  North  America   and
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western   India.     There   are   also  many  herb   genera   in  the
Southern  Appalachians   that  display  the  familiar  disjunct
pattern  of  occurring  only  in  eastern  North  America  and
eastern   Asia.       These   genera   are   T4cz2.ezzcz.    I/z.t¢ccz,    Pcz7tczce,
MbtcheLLa,    CauzophyLLum,    CZ,aytonba,   Tr.i,LZ,buns    08mor.hf za,
Dbspor.un,   Tovar.a,   Ar.bsaema,   PodophyLLum,   MbteLta,
Ddp73grzze4cz,     C'Z47qtc)7c¢cz    and   #o7®otropcz     (Cain,1943).        Cain
believed  that  the  modern  distribution  patterns  of  Southern
Appalachian  genera  were   significant  evidence  that  these
forests   all   evolved  from  an  ancestral   and  circumboreal
Arctotertiary  forest  very  similar  to  present  cove  hardwood
c ommun i t i e s .
Whereas   S.   A.    Cain    (1943)    and   R.    H.    Whittaker    (1956)
both  maintain  cove  hardwood  forests   are   the  direct
descendants   of  Arctotertiary  forests,   E.   L.   Braun   (1950)
concludes  mixed  mesophytic   forests   are   closer   to   the
ancestral   forest   type.     Braun  also   established  mixed
mesophytic  forests   as   the  most   important   climax  association
in  the  deciduous   forest   formation  for   eastern  North  America.
They  reach  their  best  development   in  the   Cumberland
Mountains   and  extend   throughout   the  Appalachian  Highlands.
Mixed  mesophytic   forests   are   composed  of  association-
segregates   of  two  or   three  of  the   following   species:
Fagus   grandbf.oti,a  fthrhaLrt ,   I,br.bodendr.on  tutbpbf era  L. ,
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T¢Z4cz    species,    Acerl    sc¥cc7?czr.at7#   Marshall,    C'c{stcz77ecz   de77t¢tcz
(Marshall)    Bokh.  ,    Aesc%Z24c{    octcz%d2.cz   Marshall,    G)24G2.c2zs    I.24Z)ricz
var.    Z)o2.ec{Z4s     (Michaux   f.)    Farwell,    ®.    czZZ>cz   L.    and
Ts2tgcz   c3aptade7¢s¢s    (L.)    Carr    (Braun,1950).       Other   mesic
tree   species   appear   less   frequently  in  the   canopy.     The
number   of  possible   canopy   species   may  be   as   high   as
twenty-f ive .
The  oak-chestnut   forest  association   is   a  less  mesic
grouping  and  the  principal   climax  association  throughout
the   Blue   Ridge.      Braun  continues   to  use   the   term,   oak-
chestnut,   because   it  was   too   soon  after   the  demise  of  the
American  chestnut   to  predict   the  new  canopy  dominants   in
these  forests.     The  dominance  of  oak-chestnut   forests   in
the  Southern  Appalachians   is   correlated  with  the  climatic
factor  of  a  higher   incidence   of  summer  drought   and  the
edaphic   factors   of  steep   slope   and   shallow  soil.     Mixed
mesophytic   forests   do  occur   in  the   Blue  Ridge  but   only   in
mesic  cove   situations.      Since  oak-chestnut   forests   occur
on  noncalcareous   substrata   in  the  Cumberlands,   they  are
considered  by  Braun   to   be   local   association-segregates   of
mixed  mesophytic   forests.      Braun  feels   that   oak-chestnut
forests  were  also  derived  from  the  Arctotertiary  forests
but  only  indirectly  so,   by  the   segregation  of  less  mesic
tree   species   from  mixed  mesophytic   forests.
AnpalaBthiai]    Room
fuprll¢i%nme:tettt:#nj#{`ij{#il;".t'-I;
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The  vegetation  types   of  Whittaker   (1956)   differ   from
those  previously   established  by  E.   L.   Braun   (1950).      The
two  authors   also  differ  as   to  which  vegetation  was   the
center  of  adaptive  radiation.     The  cove  hardwoods   of
Whittaker   is   a  vegetation  type  comparable   to   the  mixed
mesophytic   forest   association   of   Braun.      rs24gc!   cc!73czcze7tsfs
(L.)    Carr,    ffczzes4cr   7Ho7ctdcc>Zcz    (Redh.)    Sarg.,    T4Z4cz
7zetez.op72grzzcz   Vent,    4cez.   sczocfecz2.24m   Marshall,`   Aescz4Z24s
octcz72dz.cz   Marshall   and   Bet24Zcz   Z24tecz   Michaux   f .    are   the
canopy  dominants   of  cove  hardwood   forests,   comprising
eighty   to   ninety  percent   of   the   canopy   trees.      Z}4z.4c>de7tdz.o7e
t24Z4p4fez.cz   L.    and   Fczg24s   gr.cz7eddfoz4cz   Ehrhart   are   important
canopy  constituents   in  some  situations.     The  shrub  layer
is   composed   of   deciduous   shrub   species   such   as   ffgrdz.cz7tgecz
ar.bopescens   L. ,   Coz.nus   atber.nbfoLba   L.   i.    aLnd   Vbbur.mum
cIZ7tdfc)Zd24m   Marshall    (Whittaker,1956).      Shrub   coverage   is
usually   low.     The  herbaceous   layer  displays   an  inverse
relation  to   the   shrub   layer.     Summer  ground  coverage   is
approximately  eighty  percent.     There   is   a  layering  of  tall,
spreading   herbs   over   smaller  ones.     The   herbs   are  mesic   or
submesic  species  preferring   the  rich  mull  humus  produced
in  mixed  hardwood   stands.      Fern  growth   is   usually
luxuriant  and  the  forest  floor  has   an  open  aspect.
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Whittaker   (1956)   suggested  that   the  mixed  mesophytic
forest  a.ssociation  used  by  Braun  is   too  broad  a  grouping
of  tree  species  and  that  these  species  have  varying
moisture   requirements   (ranging   from   the   submesic   Q"e2.o24s
and   Z}dr.4ode7td2.o73   to   the   mesic   4esc>24Zz4s   and   P£Z¢c!).       The
mixed  mesophytic   association  probably  represents:     I)   truly
mesophytic   forests   such   as   Acez.   sczGc73c[r247#   Marshall,   r£Zfcz
7zetez.opfegzzcz   Vent.  ,   Aesc24Z2ts   octcz#dz.cz   Marshall;    2)    highly
mixed  transitional   stands;   and  3)   various   segregate  types
of  both  mesophytic  and  transitional   situations   (Whittaker,
1956)  .
Cove  hardwood  transitional   forests   occupy   less  mesic
sites   than  do   cove   hardwoods.      The   cove   dominants   become
mixed  with  more   O24ez.Gz4s   species   and   there   is   heavier
growth  of  small   trees   and  shrubs.     Shrub  coverage   increases
to  twenty  to  fifty  percent  with  ericaceous   species
predominating,   particularly,   I?feodode7edrc)7c   mcza:dm2tm   L.      This
increase   in  shrub  and  understory  coverage  lowers   the  herb
coverage.     These   transitional   forests   lack  the   spacious
aspect  of  the  true  cove  stand.     Cove  hardwood  transitional
forests   are  described  by  Whittaker   (1956)   as   the  center  of
modern  forest  radiation  from  the  ancestral  Tertiary  forest.
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The  oak-chestnut   forests   of  the   Southern  Appalachians
are  divided   into   four  vegetation  types  by  R.   H.   Whittaker
(1956).      The   term  oak-chestnut   is   retained  by  Whittaker
despite   the   loss   of  chestnut   from  forest  canopies.     The
chestnut  oak-chestnut  forest  and  heath  occur  on  subxeric
sites  while  red  oak-chestnut  and  white  oak-chestnut  forest
are  on  submesic   sites.     Ericaceous   shrubs   characterize   these
woods.     Shrub  coverage  ranges   from  twenty  to   fifty  percent
and  increases   to  nearly  one  hundred  percent   in  the  chestnut
oak-chestnut  heaths.     Chestnut  oak-chestnut   forests   and
heaths  have  few  herbs  with  coverage  up  to  thirty  percent  of
the  forest  floor.     These  herbs  are  of  the  submesic,
subxeric  and  xeric  plant  unions.     Red  and  white  oak-chestnut
stands  have  a  greater  herb  coverage  of  fifty  percent.     Flame
azalea,   I?fec>doc!e73dro7c   cc!Ze7ed24Zczoe#m    (Michaux)    Torrey,    is   a
common  shrub   in  both  red  and  white   oak-chestnut   forests.
It   is   frequently  hard  to  distinguish  between  red  oak-
chestnut   forests   (Whittaker,1956).     However,   white
oak-chestnut   forests  become  a  distinctive  community  on
exposed,   southwestern  ridges   above   1372   meters.      This   high
forest  has  a  more  open  aspect  and  a  fairly  rich  herbaceous
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layer   in  which  grasses,   sedges   and  ferns   are   conspicuous.
Herbs   in  white  oak-chestnut   forests  belong   to   the  mesic,
submesic  and  subxeric  plant  unions   and  are  similar   in
both  of  these   oak-chestnut   communities.
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CHAPTER   VI
VEGETATI0NAL   ANALYSIS
A.      Introduction
The  vegetational   analyses   of  Southern  Appalachian
forests   by   E.    L.    Braun   (1950)    and   R.   H.   Whittaker    (1956)
and   the  paleobotanical   evidence   assembled  by   S.   A.   Cain
(1943)   were  used   in  the  preliminary  analysis   of  the
vegetation  of  Phoenix  Mountain.     The  prevailing   climax
vegetation   in  the   Southern  Appalachians   determines  what
forest   elements   are  available   to  colonize  Phoenix  Mountain
both   in  the  disturbed  and  undisturbed  aspects.     Disturbance
by  fire   and  clearing  has   favored  the   establishment   of  oak
forests.     The  herb  layer   is  uncharacteristically  rich  in
some   young   oak  stands   in  mesic   locations.      These   herb   layers
contain  a  high  percentage   of  mull   geophytes   and  occur  on
mull   humus.     Mor   humus,   and  not  mull,   is   the   type   of  humus
usually  produced  under   an  oak  canopy.     Mixed  hardwood
forests   usually  produce  mull   humus.      Therefore,   these  young
oak  stands   occur  on   sites   that   once  harbored  mixed
hardwoods.      It   is   likely  that  mixed  hardwood   forests  were
distributed  more  widely  on  Phoenix  Mountain   in  the  past.
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Because   chestnut   has   not  been  a  viable   canopy
dominant   on  Phoenix  Mountain   for   several   decades,   forests
that  would  be  oak-chestnut  under  the  classification
systems   of  Braun  and  Whittaker  will   be  referred  to   as
simply  oak  forests.      The   term  mixed  mesophytic   forest  will
not   be  used  because   the   canopy  composition  of  mixed
mesophytic   forests  will  vary,   depending   on  which  forest
classification   system   is   used.     Mixed  hardwoods,   cove
hardwoods   or  mixed  oak  and  hardwoods   better   describe   the
vegetation  patterns   found  on  Phoenix  Mountain.
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8.      Forest   Types
Six  different   sites  were   analyzed  to   give  a
representative   sampling  of   the  varying   forest  composition
on  Phoenix  Mountain.     The   forest   type   on  most   of   the
mountain  is   red  oak  while  white  oak  forests  were   found  near
the   rocky  summit.      Cove   hardwood   transitional   forests
occurred   in  sheltered  coves.      Beech   forest  was   found  on  a
lower   north   slope   of   Phoenix  Mountain.      Mixed   hardwood
successional   communities   occurred  on  disturbed,   sheltered
slopes.     Alluvial  mixed  hardwoods  were   found  on  floodplains
and   in  vegetation  belts   along  creeks.     The   following
discussions   include   the   species   composition  of  forest
layers   in  six  representative  communities   on  Phoenix  Mountain.
1.      White   Oak   Forest
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This   site   includes   the   rocky  woods   on  the   summit   of
Phoenix  Mountain  adjacent   to  bare   rock  outcrops.     The
community  is   on  a  gentle,   southeastern  slope   at   an
elevation  of   1417  meters.     Moisture   conditions   range   from
submesic   to   subxeric.      The   rocky  woods   fit   the  white   oak-
chestnut  pattern  described  by  R.   H.   Whittaker   (1956).
Otter.c24s    czzbcz    L.,    G}.     rztb2.cz   var.    Z7or.eczz¢s     (Michaux    f.)
Farwell   and   ®.    pz.47724s   L.   are   important   canopy   dominants
with   ®.    c!ZZ>c¥   L.    being   the   most   important.      Other   canopy
associates    are   Ts24gcz    c3cz7tczcze7ts¢s    (L.)    Carr,    4cez.   I."Z)r„777   L.  ,
4c?er   sczoc72czz.24m   Marshall,    and   Fczg24s   g2.cz72d4fozdcz   Ehrhart.
The  relative  density,   frequency,   dominance  and   importance
values   of  the   canopy  species   are   listed   in  Table   1.     These
woods   have   an  open  aspect   and   a  moderately  rich  herb   layer.
Shrub  coverage  of  the   forest   floor  does  not   exceed  forty
percent .
Grasses   and   sedges   are   a  conspicuous   feature  of  white
oak   forests.       A7tdr.opogo7c    scc7pcz2.4z4s   Michaux,    I)cz7etfec>7e4cz
ger4cecz   Nuttall,    five   species   of   Pcz7c4c3247#   and   four   species
of   C'czrea;   were   found   in   this   summit   forest.      Cczz.eff
pk2.p242.4fez.cz  Mackenzie,   an   endemic   species   of   the   Southern
Appalachians,   occurred  here.
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Dr.yopber.bs   mar.gbnaLbs    (L.)   Gray   aLnd  Athgr.bum   aspz,enbokdes
(Michaux)   A.A.   Eaton   share   the   forest   floor  with   submesic,
subxeric   and  high-elevation  submesic  herbs.      Submesic
herbs    include   S7#4Zczc3d7cc!   I.czGemc)scz     (L.)    Desf.  ,    C'grpr4ped4247H
czccz24Z.e    Aiton,    At42.eozczz.£cz    ZczetJ4gcztcz     (Raf.)     Raf.  ,
Ez4pcztc>ra42tm   I.z4gc>s24m   Houttuyn,    and   Aster.   Species,
particula.rly,    Aster.   d¢2;czz.¢cczt2zs    L.       GczZcza;   czpfegzzc{   L.    and
pier.4dd24j77   czg244Zd7324777    (L.)    Kuhn   are   typical   subxeric   herbs.
An  unexpected  number   of  mesic   species   were   found  here.
These    included    C'o7tuczzzczr.¢cz   mczc.czZ4s    var.    77ic)7?tc¥7ccz    (Raf. )
Ahles,    Z}4Z4e47H   gz.crgr4   Watson,    C47"dc¢f2tgcz   I.czcemoscz   Nuttall,
Tz.dzzd24777    grcz72d4fzc)I.24777     (Michaux)     Salisbury,     C'czz4Zopfe2/ZZz4777
t73c!Z4ct2.o4des     (L.)    Michaux   and   Arc¥Z¢cz   7t24d¢cczz4Z4s    L.       A
complete  list  of  all  plants  collected  at  this   site  can  be
found   in  the  Appendix.
Table   1.      Canopy   Composition   of  White   Oak  Forest
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Importance  Relative     Relative     Relative
Canopy   Species               Value             Density     Frequency  Dominance
Quer.cue   atba
G.     r24Z)I.cz    var.
bor.eatt8
Q.   pr.bnus
90.1                        32.0                     21.0                     37.1
81.1                         28.0                     21.0
44.8                       13.3                    18.5
Ts24gcz    ccz7qczcze7ts4s               23.  9                             6.  7                      10.  5
Ace2.    I.z4b2.24m                                23.4                             8.0                      10.5
Acez.    sczcc?72czr.24777                        18.  3                                6.  7                            8.  0
Fczg24s    g2.cz7zddfc>Z4cz           18.  5                             5.  3                      10.  5
Canopy   Height:        Q"er.c324s    CZZZ)cz,     15   meters.
Soils:      Clifton   Stony   Loam;   topsoil   pH   =   4.0,
subsoil   pH   =   5.0.
Area   sampled:      0.08   hectare.      948   trees/hectare
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2.      Cove   Hardwood   Transitional   Community
This   site   is   in  an  east   southeast-facing  valley  flat
with   an   elevation   of   1296  meters.     A  seepage   bog   occurs
along  a  stream  in  the  center  of  this   area.     Adjacent  woods
on   the   ridges   and  drier   slopes   are   dominanted  by   8z4ez.c24s
2.z4Z)2.cz   var.    boz.eczzds    (Michaux   f.)    Farwell.       Evidence   of
selective  cutting  exists.     Stumps   are   sparsely  scattered
throughout,   indicating   some  disturbance  of  the   stand.     The
canopy  consists   of   a  mixture   of   oak  and  mesic   hardwood
species.      The   canopy   species   are   listed   in  Table   2.
Q24e2.c24s   I.t4b2.cz   var.    Z7oz.eczzbs    (Michaux   f.)    Farwell    is    the
most   important   canopy   dominant   along   with   Q.    c{ZZ)c[   L.  ,
Li,I.i,odendr.on  tut,bpbfer'a  L. ,   Quer.cue   pri,nus   L. ,   Acer.
I.ubr.urn   L.  ,   Betuz,a   Lenta   L.  ,   Fagu8   gr.andbfozba  EhrhaLrt,
Ccz2.gcz    gzc¥Z)I.cz     (Miller)     Sweet,    44czg77oZ¢c{    czo24m47ec!tc!    L.  ,
ACGz.   sc!ocfeczz.24772   Marshall    and   Bet24Zcz    Z24tecz   Michaux    f .
Trunks   of   [4z.¢c>de7edz.o7?   t24Z4pdfer.c¥   L.    are   all   of   similar
diameters,   possibly  indicating  that  this   intolerant  species
took  advantage   of  temporary  openings   of   the   canopy.      The
forest,   as   a  whole,   appears   to  be   an  all-age   stand  with  a
strong   trangressive   layer   of  mesophytic   species.      6)24ez.c#s
and  Z}42.4ode7td2.c)7t   are   not   well-represented   in   the   trangressive
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layer.      The   different   Q24e2.cp2ts   species   appear   throughout
the  valley  but   are  abundant   in  submesic   and  marginal   areas.
There   is   a  high  number   of  trees   (1383)   per  hectare;   this
is   the  highest  value   for  any  of  the   communities
quantitatively  considered  on  Phoenix  Mountain.      Shrub
coverage  ranges   fl.om  thirty  to   fifty  percent  of  the   forest
floor.     The   shrubs   are  primarily  deciduous   and
non-ericaceous.       Scz77zb24c24s   p24Z7e7ts   Michaux,    a   high-elevation
mesic   shrub,   is   scattered  throughout   the  woods   along  with
other   mesic   species   such   as   I?¢bes   pot"7cd4foz4247#   Michaux.
The   vine   4r.4stozoc734cz   777c!or.c)p%grzzcz   Lam.    occurs    scattered
throughout   the  valley.     There   is   a  rich  herb  stratum
characteristic  of  sites  with  mull  humus.     Mull   geophytes
included   Er.ybhronbum   amerbcanum   Ker,   Tr.bz,tbum   er.ectum   L. ,
I.    gz.cz7cd4fzoz.z"    (Michaux)    Salisbury,    I.    247ccZ24Zcztz47#   Willd.  ,
ThaLbctrum   revoLutum  DC.   ilnd  MbteLZ,a   di,phyLLa  L.      ThLere   ±s
a  layering  of  tall,   spreading  herbs   over  smaller  ones
within  the  herb  layer.     Fern  growth   is   luxuriant  with  up
to   ten   species   noted.      Two   rare   species   Ezgm24s   I.dpczz.4ks
Wiegand   and   C'c!2.ea;   Z>cz4Zegr4    Britton   occur   here.       Aco7edt247#
247ec47eczt247#   L.    is   abundant   throughout   the   more   mesic   sites.
I)ezp73¢7o£24m    tr.£coz.7ce   Michaux,    O¢pfogrzzefcz    cgmoscz   Michaux
and   C'c)ZZ¢7cso7tdc!   ccz7cczde7cs4s    L.    and   other   mesic   herbs   are
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characteristic   species   for   rich  woods.      ffaz)e77cz2.dcz
c>ribfc%Zc!Gc{    (Pursh.)    Torrey   occurs   with   #.    cZc{tJezzc!tcz
(Michaux)   Sprengel   on   the  margins   of   the   bog.      The
southern   endemic   Pczp7tczssfcz   gr.cz7td¢foz¢cz   DC.    is   found   on
rocks   on   the   seepage   bog.      Other   associates   with  Pczz.7tc¥ssfcz
gr.andi,fotba  DC.   include   Chebone   gLabra  L. ,   Oceypoz,bs
I.¢gfd¢oz.     (L.)     Raf.  ,    Z}grcc>poc!¢247#    Z24c3£d24Z2"   Michaux,     C`czz.eco
species,    T2.cz24tuette2.¢cz   ocz2.oZ477de7esds    (Waiter)    Vail,
Sacebf.raga  mbcranthbdbf'oZ,±a   (Ham.)   Steudel   and  DbphyLLeba
cgrmoscz  Michaux.      A   complete   list   of  plant   species   collected
at   this   site   is   available   in  the  Appendix.
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Table   2.      Canopy   Composition   of   Cove   Hardwood  Transitional
Forest
Importance  Relative     Relative       RelativeCanopy   species             +V:IL; Density     Frequency     Dominance
Quercus   rubr.a  vaLr
box.eatbs




buLbpbf er.a                34.8
Q24ez.c3"s    pr¢7?24s                      28.  9
Ace2.   r24br"77z                               25. 0
Bett4Zcz    Ze7atc¥                             24.4
Fagus   gr.andbf oL4a        24.1
Cczz.gc¥    gzczz7rcz                              13.1
Magnotba
acumfnata 12.6
4cez.    sczcofeczr.et77!                      12.  6
8z4ez.c?24s    cc>ccb7cecz               11.  9
Betuta  Zutea                   L1.7
C'cz2.grc!    to2.me7ttosc¥               10.  5
20.2                     11.5                        20.2
10.6                    13.4                       14.7
11.7                    11.5
8.5                     11.5
9.6                         7.7
7.5                         7.7
8.5                        9.5
4.3                        5.8
3.2                        5.8
5.3                       3.9
4.3                        3.9
3.2                        3.9
3.2                        3.9
Canopy   Height:      30   meters
Soils:      Tusquitee   Stony   Loam;   topsoil   pH   =   5.0,
subsoil   pH   =   6.0
Area   sampled:      0.08   hectare   1383   trees/hectare
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3.      North   Slope   Beech   Forest
This   site   is   on  a  sheltered,   concave   slope   facing
northeast.     The  plant  community  is  primarily  beech  and
occurs   at   an  elevation  of   914  meters.     Patches   of  Tsttga,
mixed  with  Fc¥g24s,   are   scattered   along   the   slope.      The
shrubs   Rhododendrott   macefmum   L.   aLnd   KaLmba   Labbfolba   L.
occur   only  under   rs24gcz.      Fczg24s   is   the  most   important   tree
in  the  canopy  although  other   tree  species   are  well.-
represented  on  the   slope.     Mesophytic   tree   species   such  as
AGez.   sczccfec¥2.24777   Marshall    and   Betc4Zcz    Ze73tcz    L.    are    the   most
important   associates   with   Fczgz4s   g2.cz7ed4fc>Zdcz   in   more   mesic
situations.     Other  canopy  associates   of  significance  are
Q24e2.c324s   I.24br.cz   var.    bc)I.eczz4s    (Michaux   f.)    Farwell,
Lbr.bodendr.on  buzbpbfer.a  L.  ,   Magnozi,a   acumbnata  L. ,
Q"e2.c?2ts   pr47e24s    L.    and   4oez.   I.#bz.2477?   L.       The   relative
densities,   frequencies,   dominances   and   importance  values
of   all   canopy   species   are   listed   in   Table   3.      ®24ez.c24s   r24Z72.cz
var.    Z7c)I.eczz4s    (Michaux   f.)    Farwell   and   Z}dz.4ode7qdz.o73
t24Z4p4fe2.cz   L.   are   present   throughout   the   stand  but   are  more
frequent  near  the  drier  top  of  the  slope.     A  dirt  road  cuts
through  this  site  at  the  lower  edge.     It  is  here  in  the
disturbed   road   area   that   submesic   trees   such   as   C'cz2.grcz
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were   found.      The  Fczgc4s   forest   occurs   in  a   limited   area
where   the   slope   is   sheltered  and  concave,   moisture
conditions  mesic,   and  the   soil   quite   stony.     The  understory
and  trangressives   are  well-represented.     There   are  numerous
stump   sprouts   and   small   trees   of   Fczgz4s   gr.cz73cZ¢j.ozdcz   Ehrhart
and  doer   sczoofeczr.ttm   Marshall.      The   shrub   layer   is   very
sparse,   consisting  of  only  a  few  species.     The  herb   layer
is  very  rich  with  a  sixty  percent  coverage  of  the  forest
floor.      Ferns   are   well-represented  with   abundant  4t72gr4a4777
czspze7zdoddes    (Michaux)   A.A.    Eaton   and   Cgrs±optez.4s   pz.otz.24scz
(Weatherby)    Blasdell.       Bc>t2.grc>73¢e4m   t)¢2.g47e4cz7e24m    (L.)    Swartz,
4d4cz77t24m   pedczt24m    L.  ,    I)pgrc>ptez.ds    £7cte2.mecz4cz    (Willd.)    Gray,
D.   mar.gbnccz,bs    (L.)   GraLy,   Thez,gpter.bs   noveboracensbs    (L.)
Nieuwland   and   Pozgpoc!4ct777   t;4r.gd73¢cz7c247#   L.    also   occur.
Grasses   and  sedges   compose   five  percent   of   the  herbs.
Mesic   herbs   of   rich   woods    such   as   Ar.¢sczemc!   tz.dp7egrzz247#    (L.)
Schott,    C'o7iuczzzc[z.Zcz   mczc.czzds    var.    mcJ7ctcz7ec¥    (Raf.)    Ahles,
I)¢spo2.24m    Zcz77#g£73os2t777     (Michaux)    Nicholson,    Zrgrtfer.c)77d24m
cz777ep4ccz7324777   Ker.  ,    rr.dzz4"in   gr.cz7tddfzoz.z4m    (Michaux)    Salisbury,
I.     "73de4Zc!tz477i    Willd.  ,     C'Zc¥grtc)7t4cz    cczrozd7tda72c{   Michaux,
C'.    tj42.g¢7t4ccz   L.    and   T4c{z.ezzcz   ccJz.czffozdcz   L.    characterize
the   beech    stand.       Pcz7?czco   qe447?getefoz4z4m   L.    and   Pcz77c¥a?
tr4foz4e4m   L.,   both   endemic   species,   occur   here.      Herbs
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such   as   Pozgrgc>73cz±a4m   pkbesce7ts    (Willd.)    Pursh.  ,    4sczr24m
canadense   L.  ,   DeLphbnbum   tz.boor.ne  M±chaLux,   Dbcentr.a
ccz7eczcze77s4s    (Goldie)    Walpers,    AZZ4czz.¢cz   petdozc{tcz    (Bieb.)
Cavara    a    Grande,    P73czoezfcz   f£777Z>z.4cztcz   Michaux,    Osmori7?4zcz
cZczgrto7t44    (Michaux)    Clarke   and   Osmc>2.73¢gc{    Zo72g4stgzds
(Torrey)   DC.   serve  as   indication  of  the  richness   of  the
forest   floor.     This  beech  stand  exhibits   the  greatest
species  diversity  of  any  herb  layer  in  the  plant
communities   sampled.     A  complete  plant   list   for  this
site  can  be   found   in  the  Appendix.
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Table   3.      Canopy   Composition  of  North-slope   Beech  Forest
Importance  Relative     Relative     Relative
Canopy   Species               Value               Density     Frequency  Dominance
Fagus   gr.andbf oLba          64.8
Tsuga  eanadensbs
Acer.   saccharwm
Qveercus   I.ubz.a   vaLr.
bor.eaLbs        27.0
Lbr.4odendr.on





Acer   I.ubr.win














22.1                    18.8                    23.9
15.8                     12.5                     15.7
8.4                    14.5                        6.7
9.5                        8.3                        9.2
10.5                       6.3                       9.4
7.4                        8.3                        9.7
8.4                       6.3                       8.9
3.2                        4.3                        5.0
4.2                       4.3                       3.5
2.1                       4.3                       1.4
3.2                        2.0                        3.0
2.1                       4.3                       1.4
1.1                        2.0                        0.9
1.1                         2.0                        0.8
1.1                        2.0                        0.6
Canopy   Height:       Z}4r.¢ode7adr.o7c   t24Zdp4fez.c!.    21   meters.
Soils:      Clifton  or   Porters   Stony  Loam;
topsoil   pH   =   5.0,   subsoil   pH   =   6.0.
Area   sampled:      0.12   hectare.      793   trees/hectare
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4.     Alluvial  Mixed  Hardwoods
This   site   includes   a  mesic   stand  of  mixed  hardwoods
occurring  on  silty  bottomland  sheltered  by  a  steep,
northeast-facing   slope.     Soil  pHs  vary  from  an  average  of
5.0   in  the   topsoil   to   5.5   in  the   subsoil.      Submesic
6)"ez.c324s   species   occur   on   the  drier  portions   of   the  plain,
probably  introduced  by  seed  from  the  drier  oak  woods
upslope.     The   area  has   been  disturbed  both  by   logging   and
dumping   of   trash.       Z}dz.£oc!e73dro7e   ±2tz4pdfercz   L.  ,    Beta4Zc¥
Za4tecz   Michaux   f.,    024ero2ts   I.2tbr]cz   var.    boreczz4s    (Michaux   f.)
Farwell,   Acez.   I.2tz7p24w   L.  ,    Fc!g24s   g2.c!7Bddfoz4c!   Ehrhart,
024ez.cads    cocc47cecz   Muenchh.  ,    Be±a£Zcz    Ze73tcz    L.  ,    44czg7?ozdcz
c}oztmd73c!tcz   L.    and   Ac3ep   sczcc72czz.z4m   Marshall   are   listed   in
Table   4,   in  order  of  decreasing   importance   in  the  canopy.
The   trunks   of  Z}Z2.dode7edz.o7}   are   of   similar   diameters   and
there   are  virtually  no   I;42.Zode73d2.c)7e   seedlings.      Trangressives
are   strongly  represented  by  mesic  hardwood  seedlings,
particularly,   Fog3ts   gz.cz73d¢fc7Z¢cz   Ehrhart,   Acez.   sc¥ocfecz2.24m
Marshall   and   AGsoz4Z2ts   octcz73dz.cz   Marshall.      There   is   a   rich
understory   composed   of   small,   mesic   trees   such   as   Os±2.grcz
and   Cczz.p47ee4s.      Shrubs   are  not   a   significant   feature   on   the
floodplain;   shrubs   cover  only  eight  percent  of  the  forest
floor.
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Shrub   genera    include   j7gdz.c!#gecz,    jfczzmdc!,    Z}e24oo±fec)e,    Z}47tdez.cz
and   VczGc¢7342tm.      The   richness   of   the   herb   layer   is   the
most  striking   feature  of  this   community.     Mesic  herbs
such   aLs   CZ,agbonba  vbr.gbnbea  L. ,   Anemone   qubnquefoLba  L. ,
Sangu±nar.ba  canadensLs  Tj. ,   Ar.abbs   canadensbs  L. ,
Z}4g24st4c?km   oo73czde7cse     (L.)       Britton   and   C'oZZ473so7e¢¢
cc!7tczde72s4s   L.   are   distributed   throughout   the   silty
floodplain  of  Little   Phoenix  Creek.      Sgmpzocczz.pets   foet4dtts
(L.)   Nuttall,   a  northern  species  present  here  near   its
southernmost   limit,   is   found   in   a  marshy   area.      AZZ4z4m
br.bcoecun  A±ton,   Mbtena  dbphyna  L. ,   Asar.un  eanadense  L. ,
C'c[r.dczm¢7te    co7qGczte73c[tcz    (Michaux)    Ahles ,    Oz.cfebs    spectczz>dz4s
L.,   4pzeGtz."in   fegremczze    (Muhl.    ex   Willd.)    Torrey   and
several   species   of   V¢oZc!   are   abundant   along   the   creek  banks.
Herb  coverage  reaches   at   least  fifty  percent   in  the  spring
of  the  year.     These  alluvial  woods   are  a  preclimax  community
dominated   by   Z}¢2.¢ode7od2.o7a   and   mesic   hardwoods.      A  mixture
of  beech-buckeye-sugar  maple   seems   to  be   the  most   likely
climax  pattern.     A  complete  list  of  plants   collected  at
this   site  can  be  found  in  the  Appendix.
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Table   4.      Canopy   Composition   of  Alluvial   Mixed  Hardwoods
Importance  Relative     Relative     Relative




Quer.cue   I.ubr.a   va.I.
bopeaLbs
Acer.   r'ubr.urn
Fagus   gr.andbfotba








67.4                     20.0                     17.7
64.4                     25.0                     17.7
35.6                    11.3                    12.6
33.4                    11.3                    12.6
31.3                    12.5                    10.1
19.5                        5.0                        7.6
16.5                        5.0                        7.6
12.7                        3.8                         5.1
9.4                        3.8                        3.0
5.1                        1.3                        3.0
5.1                        1.3                        3.0
Canopy   Height:       I,¢rfcide7cdr.o7c   t%Z¢pffericz,    21   meters.
Soils:      Tusquitee   Loam;
topsoil   pH   =   5.0
subsoil   pH   =   5.5.
Area   sampled:      0.08   hectare.      1000   trees/hectare
5.      Mixed  Hardwoods   Successional   Community
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This   ecotonal   stand  at   an  elevation  of   960  meters
occurs   on  a   steep,   sheltered  slope   facing   to   the  northeast.
This  mesic   community  has  mixed   elements   of   oak   species
from  an  upper   slope   oak  forest   and  mesophytic   species   from
the  alluvial   situation  at  the   slope  base.     The  canopy
dominants   are   listed   in   Table   5   as   being   Z}42.4ode7tdr.o7q
t24Z4p4fer.cz    L.  ,    Q24ez.c3"s    I.z4br]cz   var.    Z7oz.eczz?s     (Michaux    f.)
Farwell,    Fc[g24s   gz.cz7td4fozdcz   Ehrhart   and   Aoep   sczcc3focz2.24m
Marshall   in  order   of  decreasing   importance.      The  major
canopy   dominant,   Z}dz.4c)de7cdz.o7c,    is   part   of   a   successional
stage   that  would  be   expected  to  decrease   in   importance  as
the   community  approaches   climax.      Its   successional   nature
is   suggested   by   the   lack   of   young   Z}dr.4ode7tdr.o7t   and   the   even
ages   of  existing   trees.     The   area  has   been  considerably
disturbed  by  both   logging   and   trash  dumping.     The  present
trangressives   are   all   mesophytic   species   and  not   Oa4ez.c24s
or   Z}42.4ode7tdr.o7t.       Seedlings   of   Aesc24Z24s   octc¥7td2.cz   Marshall,
Fc¥g24s   gz.cz7tczffc>Z¢cz   Ehrhart    and   Acer   sc{cc3foczr.247#   Marshall    are
particularly  abundant.     Shrubs  are  poorly  established  on
the   slope,   having  a  coverage  on  the   forest   floor  of  eight
percent.     The  herb   layer   is   striking,   reaching  a  spring
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time   coverage   as   high   as   sixty   percent.      Oz.c372fs   speGtczz74Zds
L.    and   Obozc!z.dcz   tJ4rig47qdocz   L.    are   abundant   on   the   steep
slope.       Apzectz.24777   fegre77zczze     (Muhl.    ex   Willd.)    Torrey,
ffczbe7tczz.Zcz    c>2.b¢G24Zcz±cz     (Pursh.  )     Torrey,    Asczr247#    c3cz7tczde7ase    L.  ,
Arczz74s    ccz7qczde73s¢s    L.  ,    Os772orfe42;cz    GZczgto7t¢d     (Michaux)    Clarke
and   C'oZZ477so7t4cz   ccz7eczde7€s4s    L.    are   other   mesic   herbs
occurring   less   frequently  on  the   slope.     Mull   geophytes
such   als   Er.ythr.onbum   amer.bcanum  KeT.   aLnd   CLaybonba   vbr.gbnbca
L.   characterize  the  herb   layer   indicating  the  soil  humus   is
mull.     Mull   humus   is   produced  by   leaf   litter   of  a  mesophytic
forest.     Hence,   it   is  more   likely  that   the  original   forest
composition  was   mesophytic   and  not   oak  which  produces   a
nor   humus   (Braun,1952).      The   high  percentage   of  mesic
tree  species   in  the  trangressive  layer  probably  indicates
the  area   is   slowly  recovering   from  prior  disturbance.     The
expected   climax   should  be   one   of  mixed  hardwoods   with   or
without  oak  in  the  canopy.     This   disturbed  forest   is   typical
of  many   sites   on  Phoenix  Mountain.     A  complete   list   of  all
plants   collected  on  this   site  can  be   found   in  the  Appendix.
Table   5.      Canopy,  Composition   of  Mixed   Hardwoods
Successional   Community
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Importance  Relative     Relative     Relative
Canopy   Species                  Value             Density     Frequency   Dominance
I,i,I.bodendr.on
tutbpbfer.a
Quer'eus   I.ubr.a  vaLr
bor.eatb8
Fagus   gr.andi,i oLi,a
Acer.   sacchar.win
Betuza  Lenba
Acer.   I.ubr.urn
Magnoz,i,a
aeunbnata
Quer'eu8   eoecbnea
Car.ga   box.mentosa
Quer.eus   aLba
Car.tla  gtabr.a











14.0                    15.8                    13.5
13.1                     15.8                        7.8
13.1                     11.7                        9.8
9.4                        9.9                        8.5
6.6                         5.9                        3.2
3.7                         5.9
2.8                         5.9
3.7                         3.8
1.9                         3.8
0.9                         2.0
Canopy   Height:       £¢r.£c)de7?dr.cJ7?   f24Zfp¢fe2.cz,     27   meters.
Soils:      Porters   Loam;    topsoil   pH   =   4.0,
subsoil   pH   =   5.0.
Area   sampled:      0.13   hectare     835   trees/hectare
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6.      Red   Oak   Forest
This   successional   stand  occurs   on  the  upper  slope  of
a  northeast-facing   ridge.     Moisture   conditions   a.re   submesic
to   mesic.      The   site   elevation   is   975   meters.      Z}4z.4c)cze7ed2.o7t
t2tz4p¢fez.cz   L.    and   8"ez.c2ts   I.24Z)I.cz   var.    boz.eczzd8    (Michaux   f.)
Farwell   are   listed   in  Table   6   as   the   two  most   important
canopy  dominants.     The  high   importance  value  of
Z}¢z.?ode7zcZz.o7t   should   decrease   as   there   are   few   Z}dz.4ode77dr.o7t
seedlings   present.      The   even-age   I,£r.£ode7ed2.opt   is   a
successional   element  developing  after  disturbance  of  the
area  by   logging.      The   subcanopy   is   composed   of  mostly
submesic    species    such   as    j7cz77iczmez4s    udz.g47}£cz7ecz    L.  ,    C'oz.7te4s
fzc>2.ddc}    L.  ,    Pz."7?24s    sez.ot477cz   Ehrhart    and   Oa?gde7?dz.24m   czr.bctz.ettm
(L.)   DC.      Trangressive   seedlings   are   of   submesic   trees   such
as   ®z4erct6s   and   Cc¥2.grcz.       The   shrub   layer   is   poor   and   of   low
coverage  on  the   forest   floor.     Herbs   are   either  submesic
or  mesic  with  herbs   covering  thirty  percent  of  the   forest
floor.      Orchids   such   as   02.cfe4s   spectczb¢Zfs   L.,   Apzectz.#m
fegemczze    (Muhl.    ex   Willd.)    C'3/p2.4ped42t7#   czcc}24Ze   Aiton   and
C!c>c>dgez.cz   2.epe7cs   var.    op7a4o4des   Fernald   are   well-represented
on  the  slope.     The  herb  layer   is   fairly  rich  but  much  less
so   than   lower,   more   sheltered  communities   on  the   same   slope.
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This  upper  slope   is   in  a  more   exposed  position  than   is   the
lower   slope.       It   is   likely   that   Q24e2.G24s   I.z4Z)I.cz   var.
boz.eczzds    (Michaux   f.)   Farwell   will   continue   to   have   a
selective  advantage  and  the  area  will   eventually  move
toward  a  red  oak  climax.     A  complete   list  of  plants   found
in  the  herb  and  other   layers   can  be   found   in  the  Appendix.
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Table   6.      Canopy   Composition of   Red  Oak   Forest
Canopy   Species
Importance  Relative     Relative     Relative
Value             Density     Frequency  Dominance
I,br.bodendron
tutbpbfer.a
Quer.eus   I.ubra  vaLr.
boy.eaLbs
Fagus   gr.andi,foci,a
Car.ya   tor.mentosa
Bebuta  tenba




117.7                    42.3
69.1                     23.1
30.6                    10.3
23.8                         7.7
21.7                        6.4
19.0                        5.1
28.8                    46.6
19.9                    26.1
13.3                        7.0
8.9                        7.2
11.2                       4.1
8.9                        5.0
13.2                         3.9                        6.6                         2.7
4.9                       1.3 2.3                        1.3
Canopy   Height:       Z}¢rifc)de7¢d2.073   t%Zzpfferic!,     27   meters.
Soils:      Porters   Loam;    topsoil   pH   =   4.0,
subsoil   pH   =   5.0
Area   sampled:      0.13   hectare     608   trees/hectare
C.      Specialized  Habitats
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Two   unusual   habitats   occur   on  Phoenix  Mountain.      The
rock  outcrops   on  the   summit  provide  a  specialized  habitat
for   an  assemblage   of  plants   that   occur  nowhere   else   on
Phoenix  Mountain.      Seepage   bogs   are   found   in   several
locations   on  Phoenix  Mountain  and  contain   interesting  and
distinctive  arrays   of  bog  species.     The   following
discussions   include  the  characteristic  plants   that
distinguish  both  habitats.
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1.      Rock   Outcrops at   the   Summit   of  Phoenix  Mountain
The   summit   of   Phoenix  Mountain   (1436   meters)   is   a   bare
rocky  ridge  that  strikes   to   the  northeast.     The  northeast
sides   of  the  cliffs  display  a  sharp  drop-off  of
approximately  sixty  meters   to   the   lower  forested  slopes.
The   southern  side  has   a  more  gradual   slope  with  forests
extending   almost   to   the   summit.      Lichens   and  mosses   are
pioneer   plants   on   the   bare   rock.      Sezczg47eezzcz   2."pest2.¢s
(L.)    Spring,    Ba4ZZ)ostgz4s    cczp4ZZczz.4s    (L.)    Clarke   and
I;gcopc>d424m   sezczgo   L.    are   found   in   areas   where   a   little   soil
has   accumulated.       Grasses   A7cczr.c)pogo72,    Agr.oat?a   and
Z)cz7ct7ao7cdcz   appear   in   the   thicker   mats   of   vegetation.      The
average   soil   pH   is   4.0   in   these   areas.      Pczz.c>7cgc734cz
czggr2.c>comcz    (Michaux)   Nuttall   is   present   in  many   of   these
primary   successional   communities.      Az.e7?czz.da   gz.oe7cZcz7tdfcc¥
(Retzius)   Sprengel   dominates   vegetation  mats   on  rock
outcrops   where   Pczpo73gc3fe4cz   does   not   occur.       Sed"777
tezep724o4des   Michaux,    Scz#dfz.czga   7#4Gfecz24#d4   Britton,
Se7?ecfo   smczzz¢¢   Britton   and   ZJfcztrifs   sp¢c3czGcz    (L.)    Willd.
are   found  in  mats   throughout  the  rock  outcrops.     The
vascular   cryptogams    Voods4cz   soc)p24Zf7ecz   DC.  ,    4spZ,e7c4247H
montanum  W±11d.  ,   Pot,gpodbum   vbr.gbnbanum   L.    aLnd
Z}gc3opocZ42"   sezczgo   L.    are   found   in   crevices   on   steep   rock
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faces.       Several   populations   of   C!e2t77z   I.czdzczt24m   Gray,    an
Appalachian   endemic,   can  be   seen  on  narrow   ledges  with
northern  exposure  along   the   entire  ridge.     The   shrubs
Rhododendron   catawbkense  M±charax,   Rhododendron  maeebmum
L.  ,    Spdr.c¥ecz    u4r.g¢77fc¥7tcz    Britton,     Vc[cc47t£24m    uczc34ZZc¥77s
Torrey,   Vbbur.mum   cassfnoz,des   L.   aLnd   KaLTnba   babbfobba  L.
occur   in   deeper   soils    on   the   summit.       Sc)I.Zp24s   cz777er.dccz77c!
Marshall   is   strikingly  distributed  along  the  ridge  with
its   showy  corymbs   of  white  blooms   and,   later,   red  pomes.
Ts24gcz   cczz.oZ47t4cz77cz   Engelm.  ,    another   small   tree,    occurs
only   on   the   summit   of   Phoenix  Mountain.      T7zezgptGrds
73oueboz.czce7cs4s     (L. )    Nieuwland,    Atfegr.424777   c¥spze7edo¢des
(Michaux)    A.A.    Eaton,    Z}gcopc>d424777    sezczgo    L.    and   A2.czZ4cz
7tz4d¢Gcz24Z4s   L.    characterize   the   vegetation   at   the   moist,
shaded   bases   of   cliffs.       Shrubs    such   as   C'Zet73r.cz   czc324m47ccz€cz
Michaux,   44e7eg¢es4cz   p4Zoscz    (Michaux)    Jussieu   and
I?feodode72dz.c>7e   777cz#¢7H24m   L.    form   almost    impenetrable   thickets
in   these   mesic   situations.      Z}4Z¢e4m   gr.czg4   Watson   occurs   in
the   rocky  woods   bordering   the   summit   and   in  protected
locations   on   the   cliffs.      The  Appalachian   endemic   C'czr.e#
p242.pw2.4fer.cz   Mackenzie   is   found   only   in   the   rocky  woods
surrounding   the   summit.     Stunted  trees   occur   in  patches
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between  rock  outcrops   and  are  chiefly  species   from  the
surrounding  white  oak  woods.     A  complete   list   of   all
plants   collected  on  the   summit   can  be   found   in  the
Appendix.
2.      Seepage   Bog.s   on   Phoenix   Mountain
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Boggy  situations   occur  wherever   level   locations  with
poor  drainage   exist.      The  most   extensive   seepage   area  on
Phoenix  Mountain   occurs   at   1295   meters   at   a   spot   known
as   Twin   Springs.      The   seepage   area   is   in   the  middle   of   a
broad  cove   facing   to   the   southeast.     The   forest
surrounding   the   bog   is   mixed  hardwoods   and  oaks.     A
thicket    predominated   by   I?73c7dode7eczr.o7t   777cz#d7772477z    L.    marks
the  drier  margins   of  the  bog.     It   is  here  that
C'grp2.¢Ped¢24m    czGcz24Ze    Aiton,     ffczz7e7cczpdcz    c3ZczzJez.Zcztc¥     (Michaux)
Sprengel   and   ff.    c)I.Z74c24Zc¥tcz    (Pursh.)    Torrey   exist.       The
herb   layer   is   otherwise   sparse   under   the   I?73odc>c!e7tczr.o72
thicket;   the   soil   pH  averaged   4.0   at   this   site.     Mesic
shrubs    such   as    C'ZGtfepcz    czc2t77z473cztc¥   Michaux,    Z}e24cot72oe
I.ec24z.tJcz    (Buckley)    Gray   and    yzb"I.7t24777   c!Z,7e4foz42477i   Marshall
are   found   in   the   wetter   sites.      Clumps   of   Sp%czg77z477z   occur
in  the  very  wet   and  marshy  spots.     Associated  with
Sphagnum   are   Andy.opogon   vbr.gLnbcus   L.  ,   Br.omus   pur.gans   L. ,
C'czr.e#   czest4uczZ4s   M.A.    Curtis    and   Sc¢2.p24s    Species.       C'c!z.ea;
Z)czdzeg4   Britton   and   Ezgr77z24s   2.dpc!p424s   Wiegand,    two   rare
species,   also   occur   here.     A  stream  runs   through  the
middle   of   the   seepage   bog.      I)4pfegrzze4cz   cgmoscz   Michaux   and
Ver.czt2.a47#   2J¢rdcze   Aiton   are   the   dominant   species   in   this
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area   of   the   bog.       The    fern   Os777#7edcz   c4#7?czmc)77!ec{   L.    is    also
abundant.     Species   growing  under  these   larger  herbs
include   I;goc>podd"in   Zz4odd24Z2t7#   Michaux   and   Sezczgd7eezzc}
c!podc{    (L.)    Spring.       Aco7ebt24m   2t7eG47eczt2{m   L.    occurs    scattered
throughout   the   seepage   area   associated  with  rz.cz24tt;ettez.dc¥
cczz.ozd7ede7cs4s    (Waiter)   Vail.      Soil   pH   readings   at   Twin
Springs  were  usually  acidic   (pH  =   4.0)   but   readings   of
6.0  were   found   in   several   spots   of  mucky  ground  under
Aeonbbwm   unebnatwm  L.
Pczr.7ec!ss4cz   grc}7cd4foz¢cz   DC.    is   found   where   the   small
stream   in  the   center  of  Twin  Springs   becomes  more   shallow,
flowing   over  wide   patches   of  bare   rocks.      P.   grcz73ddfozdcz
DC.   was   the  predominant  plant   over   a   ten  by  ten  meter
square   area.     Associated   in  the   immediate   area  were
Lyeopodbum   bucbduz,urn  M±chaux,   SeLagbnezz,a   apoda   (L.)
Spring,   and   Se7tec4o   c!24z.ez4s   L.      The   plants   grew   in  mucky
soil   between  rocks   in  slowly  moving  water  with  a  soil   pH
of   6.0.      CheLone   gLabr.a   L.,   Oceypozbs   I.bgbdbor.    (L.)   RaLf.,
Lbgustbcum   canadense   (L.)   Br±tton,   Aconbtum  unebnatum  L. ,
Tz.cz"ttjetter.dcz   oc}rozd7t4e7csds    (Waiter)    Vail   and   Dezpfe¢7c434m
t2®¢Gc)I.7ze   Michaux   grew   ad].acent   to   the   Pczr7?czss4cz
gpcz72d¢foz4cz   DC.   population   on   less   wet   ground.      Other
small   populations   of   P.    gz.cz7eddfozdcz   DC.   occurred
downstream  as   far  as   two   kilometers   away.
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Members   of  the   family  Asteraceae  were   abundant   in
the   seepage  bog   in  denser  woods   at   Twin   Springs.      Here,
4ster   pre7?cz7tt7io¢des   Muhl.    ex   Willd.  ,    ffeze7c4ztm   czz4ta4m#c!Ze
L.  ,    Sc>Zddczgo   pz4Z?er2tzc{   Nuttall    and    Vcr.Z)es4#cz   czztez.7edfozdcz
(L.)   Britton  ex  Kearney  occurred  along  with  the   fern
Osmzt7edcz   regczz4s   var.    6pectc!Ddz4s    (Willd.)    Gray.
Another   seepage   area  occurs   at   1128  meters   adjacent
to   CR   1509   on   the   southwest   side   of   Phoenix  Mountain.
This   was   an  acidic   seepage   bog   (pH  of   4.0)   characterized
by   the    ferns    07?oczec{   se73sdz)4Z4G    L.  ,    Osmz473dcz   2.egczz4s   var.
speotczz)4Z4s     (Willd.)    Gray   and   Osme47cdo    c47c7tczmo77?ecg   L.
Aeonbbum  unebnaturn  L. ,   Tr.aubvetterba  capoLbnbensbs
(Waiter)    Vail   and   Touczr.c}   tJ4z.g47c4c¥77cz    (L.)    Raf.    were   also
found  here.      Below  the   intersection  of  CR  1512   and  paved
CR   1573   along   Little   Phoenix   Creek,    Sg7#pZooczz.p24s   fc>et4d24s
(L.)    Nuttall,    4ZZ4a47#    tz.Zcocca4m   Aiton,    Tcze7t4dfc!   47£tege2.r77?4cz
(L.)    Drude,    Oa3grpc)Z4s   I.4g4cZ4c7z.    (L.)    Raf.    as   well   as    species
of  Scdpp24s   and   C'czz.ea;   occur   in   another   seepage   community.
A  complete   list   for  all  plant  species   collected  in  seepage
bogs   can  be   found   in  the  Appendix.
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CHAPTER   VII
CATAI.OG   0F   VASCULAR   FLORA
The  following  is  a  list  of  the  vascular  plants
collected  on  Phoenix  Mountain  by   the   author.      Taxa
collected  in  the  area  that  do  not  occur  on  the  distribution
maps for  Manual  of  the  Vascular  Flora  of  the  Carolinas
(Radford,   Ahles   and  Bell,   1968)   for  Ashe   County  are  prefixed
with  an  asterisk.     A  complete   set  of  the   author's
collections   are  deposited  at  Appalachian  State  University.
Phylogeny  and  nomenclature  generally  follow  the
treatment   of   Radford,   Ahles   and  Bell   (1968).
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EQUISETACEAE
Equbsebun   ar.vense  L.
LYCOPODIACEAE
Z}grcopod£%m   fzc¥bezzffc>r.me    (Fernald)    Blanchard
Z}.      Z24c4d2tzet77z    Michaux
L.    sezago   L.
SELAGINELLACEAE
Sezczg47tezzcz    czpctdcz    (L.)    Spring
S.    2.ttpest2.£s    (L.)    Spring
OPHI0GLOSSACEAE
Bobr.ychbum   dbssecbum   Sprengel
8.     udz.g4774cz7324m     (L.)    Swartz
OSMUNDACEAE
Osmunda   cbnncrmomea   L.
0.   cLaytonbana  L.
a.    I.egczz4s   var.    spectczz7dz.bs    (Willd.)    Gray
PTERIDACEAE
Adbantum  pedatwm  L.
I)e7¢7?stczedtfcz   p2474c±£ZoZ7e4Zcz    (Michaux)    M0ore
Pter.¢cZ¢2"   czq2t£Z£7¢24m    (L. )    Kuhn
ASP I D IACEAE
Atfegrr.424m   aspze7c4o4des    (Michaux)    A.A.    Eaton
C'e/sGop±ez.£8   pr.c)tri24scz    (Weatherby)    Blasdell
Z)2.3/cJpter.4s    47?fez.med4cz    (Willd. )    Gray
D.    mczz.g£7tczz¢s     (L.)    Gray
Onoez,ea   sensbbttb8  L.
Pot
The
stf cfez4m   acric>s±£G73ofc!es    (Michaux)    Schott
e/ptez'¢s   7toueboz.c!oe7ts¢s    (L.)    Nieuwland~   ,             T\^




Aspze7?¢"77z    mo77tcz7c247#    Willd.
POLYPODIACEAE
Potypodbum   vbr.gbnbanum  L.
PINACEAE
Pbnus   ssr.obus  L.
Ts24gc¥    ccz7cczde7ts4s     (L.)    Carr.
I.     cczz.oZ47t4cz7tcz    Engelm.
POACEAE
e7e7cc¥7£s    (Waiter)    Tuckerman
fera  L.
A7td2.c>pogo7q   scopczz.¢"s   Michaux
A.   vbrgbnbeu8   L.
Bro77?24s    cc}77?77zz4tczt24s     Schrader
t¢B.    bner.mb8   Leysser
a.   pur.gans   lj.
Dactyl,b8   gtomer.aba  L.
Danthonba   compr.essa   Aust±n
*Z).    sez.4cecz   Nuttall
Z).    sp4ccztcz    (L.)    Beauvois    ex   R.GS.
I)494tczz.4c¥   4sG7zae77ze4777    (Schreber)    Schreber    ex   Muhl.
Zcfe47eocfezocz   cr."sgczzz,4    (L.)    Beauvois
*ELymus   pi,par.bus   W±egaLnd
Er.agr.osb¢s   capi,I,7,ar.i,a    (L.)   Nees.
Fesbuca   eLatbor.  L.
F.    myur.os   L.
*C!Zgc3e2odcz   mez4cczp4cz    (Michaux)    Hubbard
HOLeus   Lanabu8   L.
Hot.deum  vutgare  L.
Mb8canthus   sbnensbs   vaLr.   vat.i,egabus   BeaLL.
4424feze7¢bez.g¢cz    te7t24dfzc>2.cz     (Willd.)     BSP.
*Panbcum   cLandesbi,nwm  L.
P.     depc¥24pez.czt2477?    Muhl.
P.    dbchobomwm   L.
P.     Zc!7t24g477c>s#m    Ell.
*P.    Laaci,fz,opum   Lam.
*P.     Z47tecz2.4fctz424m   Schribner
PczspczZ24777    setczcez477?    Michaux
PhLewm  pr.atense  L.
*Poa  paLustr.bs   L.
Setczr.4a   ge7tdc24Zcztcz    (Lam.)    Beauvois
S.    gzcz24c3cz     (L.)    Beauvois
CYPERACEAE
834Zbo8tgrzzs    cczp¢Z,Zczz.£8    (L.)    Clarke
Cczz.ea;   czest¢uc!Z4s   M.A.    Curtis
C.    bcz4Zegrz   Britton
C.      c3c>777m2477Zs    Bailey
C'.    7edgz.o7#az.g47cc¥tc!   Schweinitz
*8:   g:Z;%#:i:°M::¥;nzie
C'.    2.c)sec!   Schkuhr.
C'.     tjz4Zp473c)ddecz   Michaux
ScZz.p"s   cztpcJ2;4r.G7?s   Willd.
S.    c#per.47ez4s    (L.)    Kunth.
S.    eacpa7esc4s   Fernald
ARACEAE
4rdscze772cz    tr.¢p73grzz24777     (L.  )     Schott
Sg777pZcJoczz.p24s   fc>et4d24s     (L. )    Nuttall
C OMME L I NAC EAE
CommeLbna   communks   L.
Tr.adeseanti,a   subasper.a  KeT.
JUNCACEAE
*J247tc3e48    Z7r.etj4cczz4dczt"s     (Engelm. )    Fernald
J.   effttsu8   L.
Z}24z24Zc}    czc324m47tcztcz    var.     c3c¥2.c)Z£73cze     (Watson)     Fernald
Z}.     ec7347¢czfcz     (Small)    Hermann
LILIACEAE
ALzbwm   tr.£eoecwm   A±ton
Amabanbhbum   muscaetocebeum    (Wa.Lter)   GraLy
C'Z4„tc>77¢cz    2t77zZ7ezz24Zcztcz     (Michaux)    Morong
C'o77tJc!ZZczr.4cz    777c!7.czzds    var.     77zo7ctcz7tcz     (Raf.  )    Ahles
I)4spoz.24m    Z,cz7224g¢7cos2{7H     (Michaux)    Nicholson
Er.ybhr.onbwm   arner.bcanwm   Ker
Iji,bbum   gr.ayi,  WaLtson
L.   mbchaucebb   Po±ret
L.    super.bum   L.
Mabanthemum   canadense  Desf .
MedeoLa  vbTgbnbana  L.
Pc)Zggct7tczt24m   fa¢fzc)ri247#     (Waiter)    Ell.
P.    pz4Z7esce7es    (Willd.)    Pursh.
Sm4ZczG47cc!    I.czce777oscz     (L.)     Desf.
Smbz,ace   her.bacea  L.
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LILIACEAE    (continued)
Trbtbbwm   er?ectwm   L.
I.    gz.cz7?ddfzop2tm    (Michaux)    Salisbury
I.     247ed24Zczt24m    Willd.
I/2Jc4Zc!r¢cz    g2.cz2cd¢fzc>2.cz    Smith
U.   per.fozbata  L.
I/.    p2{d4ccz    (Walter)    Fernald
Verc}tr"m   pcz2.tJdfzoz.24m   Michaux
V.    tJdz.£de   Aiton
DIOSCOREACEAE
Dboseor.ea  vbbLo8a  L.
AMARYLLIDACEAE
ff2/pc>#¢s   724r.s2ttcz    (L.)    Coville             ,
IRIDACEAE
Ir.bs   er.£stata  A±ton
*1.    ger.manbea   L.
S4sgrrd7tc373dttm   m24cz.o7ecztkm   var.    cztzc!7ct4c2t77z     (Bicknell)    Ahles
ORCHIDACEAE
4pzec3tr2tm   fegemczze    (Muhl.    ex   Willd.)    Torrey
Cypr.bpedbum   acauLe   Alton
C!oc)dgrez.cz   pttz7esce7es     (Willd.)    R.    Brown
a.    I.epe7es   var.    c>p72dofdes   Fernald
ffczz>e7?cz2.¢c!    GZc}tJezzcztcz     (Michaux)    Sprengel
ff.    orz)Zc24Zcztcz    (Pursh.)    Torrey
ff.    tJdz.ddzs   var.    I)I.c!ctecztcz    (Muhl.    ex   Willd.)    Gray
Or.ehbs   spectabkLbs   L.
Sp4rcz7atfees   cez.7ee4c!    (L. )    Richard
S.    gz.c!c£Zds    (Bigelow)    Beck.
SALICACEAE
Popvetus   candbeans   A±ton
Sazda7    73a4777£Zds    Marshall
S.    sez.4c3ecz   Marshall
JUGLANDACEAE
Cczz.grc¥   gzczz>r.c!    (Miller)    Sweet
C.    tor.7#e7ctc>scz    (Poiret)   Nuttall
Jugtans  nbgr.a  L.
BETULACEAE
BebuLa   Lenba  L.
8.    Z24tecz   Michaux   f .
C'a2.p47e24s    cczrc)Z47c4cz7tcz    Waiter
C'oz.grzz4s    cor7€24tcz   Marshall
Ostpgrcz   tJf2.g47c4cz7ecz    (Miller)    K.    Koch
FAGACEAE
Cczgtcz72ecz   de7ctc!tc¥    (Marshall)    Bokh.
Fczg24s   gric!7cdffc>Z¢c!   Ehrhart
Quereus   aLba   L.*€.    coGcd7tecz   Muenchh.
Q.   pr'£nus   L.
Q.    I.adz)I.cz   var.    Dc)rec!Z4s    (Michaux   f.)    Farwell
Q.    ruhr.a   L.
MORACEAE
*Morus   I.ubra  L.
URTICACEAE
I;czpoz.tecz   cc[7cczde7cs¢s    (L.)    Weddell
Pbz,ea  punbLa   (L.)   Gray
SANTALACEAE
Pgz.wZczz.¢c!   p24Z)e2.cz   Michaux
ARISTOLOCHIACEAE
ArbstoLoehba  macrophyz,I,a  Lain.
Ascrr.2477?    ccz7eczde7ese     L.
POLYGONACEAE
*PoZ2/go7t247#   cdz47tode   Michaux
*P.    cz4spddat247#   Siebold   6    Zucc.
P.   persbcarfa  L.
Runett   acetoseLLa  L.
R.   obbusbfotbus  L.
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POLYGONACEAE    (continued)
rouczz.cz    tj¢2.g47edcz7cc¥     (L.  )    Raf.
PHYTOLACCACEAE
PhytoLacca   comer.bcana  L.
PORTULACACEAE
C'Zo3/to7e4cz    oczz.oZ47c4cz7ccz    Michaux
C.   vbr.gbnbea  L.
CARYOPHYLLACEAE
*A2.e7ccz2.4c{   groe7tz.cz7ecz4c3cz     (Retzius)    Sprengel
*Cerastbum   sembdecandr.urn  L.
Dbanthus   armerba  L.
Pczz.o73grcfe4c!   czggr2.oco7#cz    (Michaux)    Nuttall
P.     ccl7¢czcze7cs£8     (L.)    Wood
S4Ze7te   stezzc[tcz    (L.)   Aiton   f.
S.   vbr.gbnbea  L.
SteLLar.ba   gr.ambnea  L.
S.    77!edfcz    (L.)    Cyrillo
S.    p24be2.c¥   Michaux
RANUNCULACEAE
Aconbtwm   uncbnabum  L.
Anemone   qubnquefozLa  L.
A.   vbr.gi,nbana  L.
Aqu£Legba   canadensbs   Tj.
C4j7?4c4f24gc¥   pczce77zoscz   Nuttall
Ctematb8   vbopna  L.
C.   vi,rgbnbana  Tj.
Detphbn4um   tr.bcopne   M±chaLux
Hepatbea  acutbLoba  DC.
Ranune2Abus   abor.tbvu8   L.
*R.    acr.bs   L.
j3.    fedsp4cze4s   Michaux
I?.    I.ec2Ar.tjczt"a   Poiret
ThazbctTwm   czavabwm  I)C.
T.    dbobcvem   L.
I.    I.euoz"i"772   DC.
T2.cz24t2;ettez.4cz   oczz.oZ¢7e4e7es4s    (Waiter)    Vail
BERIBERIDACEAE
CauLophgtz,urn   bhaLbebrobdes    (L.)   M±chaLux
z7¢p72or z.zG¢cz    cor772Oscz    Michaux
PodophyzLum  peLbabum  L.
RAGNOLIACEAE
I,br.kodendron  but,bpbf era  L.
MagnoLba  acuni,nata  L.
#.   frczsez.4   Waiter
CALYCANTRACEAE
*Caz,gcanbhus   fLor.bdus   War.   I,aevbgatus    CW±±Ld.)   T.GG.
LAURACEAE
Z}47?dercz    I)e7tzc>47c     (L.)    Blume
Sc¥ssczfpc¥s    czzb¢cZ24j77    (Nuttall)    Nees.
PAPAVERACEAE
Sangui,mar.ba   canadensLs  L.
FUMARIACEAE
I)dce7etr.cz   c3c¥73czde7qs4s    (Goldie)    Walpers
BRAS S I CAC EAE
*4Zzdcrr.£cz   pet4oZc¥tcz    (Bieb.)    Cavara   a   Grande
Arabi,a   ccunadensb8   L.
Bczr.bc!z.ecg   tj24Zgcr2.4s   var.    czz.c"cztcz    (Opiz.)    Fries.
*Br9ass4ccz   c.247ec3ecz     (L.)     COSson
C'c!psezzcz   b24z.scz-pc¥sto2.4s     (L.)    Medicus
C'czridcz77747?e    co77oczte7?otcz    (Michaux)    Ahles
C.    pe7£sgz2Jcz7c¢ca   Muhl.
*Er.gsbmun   ehebr.anbhobdes   L.
Lepbdbum   vbr.gbnbcum  L.
CRASSULACEAE
Sed2477?    tezep724o¢czes   Michaux





ffea4ofeez.cz   tj£ZZoscz   Michaux
Hydr.angea   ar.bor.escens   L.
MbbeLLa   dbphyLLa  L.
Par.nassLa   gr.andbf oz,ba  T)G.
*Rkbes   gLandubosun  Gra.Her
I?.     I.c}t2t7cdfj.oZ424777   Michaux
Sacei,fraga  mbchaucebb   Br±tton
*S.    mdG2.cz7etfe4d¢foz4c!    (Haw.)    Steudel
TbareLta  cor.dbfoLba  L.
HAMAMELIDACEAE
Hamcunetbs   vi,I.gbnbana  L.
PLATANACEAE
Ptatanus  oecbdentatbs  L.
ROSACEAE
Agz.¢mc>7?¢cz   gr.gposepczzcz   Wallroth
Amezc¥7tcfe4ez.   cz2.bo2.ecz    (Michaux   f.)    Fernald
A.    czz.bor.ecz   var.    Zczet;4s    (Wiegand)    Ahles
Ap247cczts   d4ctdczts    (Waiter)    Fernaldtscr.ataegus   ooeci,n6a  L.
C'.     fzczz)ezzc¥tc¥    (Bosc.)    K.    Koch
c'.    pe47eotcztcz   Jacquin
Fz.czgc¥r¢c[    tJ¢z.g4774c¥7€cz    Duchesne
Geum   radbaburn   GTay
C!4Zze7q4cz   tr4foz4c{tcz     (L.)    Moench.
„oZ24s    Goz.o7tcz2.Zcz    (L.)    Miller
".    pzz777¢Zcz   Miller
M.   pr.unbfoz,ba   Borkh.
Physoeaz.pus   opuZ.bfoLbus    (L.)   MaLxin.
PobentbLZ,a   eanadensbs   L.
P.   nor.vegbca  L.
P.    pectcz   L.
Pr.anus   avbum  L.
P.   pensyLvanbea  L.   f .
P.    ser.ot47ecz   Ehrhart
Rosa   car.oLbna  L.
I?.     ccztfeczge7€sds    Ba.iley    X   I?oscz    Z>oz.bo7t4c*7ecz    Desp.
R.   gatz,bea  L.
I?.    pczZ"st2.4s   Marshall
Rubus   aLZ,egheni,ensbs  Porter
R.   eanadensks   L.
ROSACEAE    (continued)
I?.    fzc!gezzczr.ds   Willd.
R.   oeobdenbatb8  L.
R.   odoratus   L.
Sc)I.Z>24s    cz777erbccz77cz    Marshall
*S.    cz2.b24tffoz¢c{    (L.)    Heynhold
Sp4z.czecz    zJ42.g47c¢cz77c!    Britton
FABACEAE
Medbcago   bupveLi,na  L.
Robbnba  pseudo-acacba  Tj.
Tr.bf oz,bum   agr.ar.bum  L.
T.   pr.abense   L.
T.   repens   L.
V4c4cz    oczroz47e4cz7ccz   Waiter
OXAL I DAC EAE
0ttaLbs   strbcta  L.
GERANIACEAE
GeTanbwm  maeuLabum  L.
EUPHORB IACEAE
Euphor.bfa   coroL{aba  Ti.
Z.    col.ozza±c¥   va.r.    zd7q7c¢4foz4c¥    (Small)   Ahles
E.    supbna   RaLf .
ANACARDIACEAE
Rhus   gLabr.a  L.
R.   I.adbcans   L.
R.   byphbna  L.
ACERACEAE
Acer.   pensyz.vanbcum   L.
4.     Z."b2.k77?    L.
A.    sc!c3cfeo2.e4m   Marshall
HIPPOCASTANACEAE
4esc"Z24s   octcz7tdr.cz   Marshall
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BALSAMINACEAE
Impatbens   capensbs  Meerb.
I.    pczZZ¢dcz   Nuttall
VITACEAE
Pc}r.t73e7eoc¢ss"s   q2t473q24efc>Z¢c!    (L. )    Planchon
Vbbbs   tabr.usca  L.
TILIACEAE
TbL4a  heber.ophyLLa  Vent.
HYPERICACEAE
Hyper.bcwm  m¢bcheLLbanum  R:ydberg
H.   mutbLwm   L.
H.    per.for.abum   L.
CISTACEAE
*Z}ecfeecz   I.czcew24Zc)scz   Michaux
VI0LACEAE
V¢oZcz    ZJZcz7cdc!    Willd.
*V.     ccz7eczcze7eszs    L.
V.    ccz7cc!de7ts¢s   var.    2.kg24Zctscz    (Greene)    C.L.    Hitchcock
V.    ez.doc?az.pcz   var.    Zedocczppcz   Fernald   6   Wiegand
V.    pc{Zmc!±c¥   var.    soz.c)I.4a    (Willd.)    Pollard
V.    pczp4Z4c)7cczcecz    Pursh.
V.    pedcztc}    L.
V.    I.c}t247cddfoz4cz   Michaux
V.    sczg4ttcztcz   Aiton
ONAGRACEAE
C'42.oczecz    Z2ttet¢cz7ecz    ssp.    ccz7tczde7tsds     (L.)    Ascherson   6   Magnus
Oenother.a  bbennbs   lj.
*0.   fr'utbcosa  L.
ARALIACEAE
Ar.az4a  nudbeauzbs   L.
Panace   qubnquefoz,bum  L.
P.   trbfoLbum  L.
APIACEAE
A7tgezdc3cz   tJe7te7tcJscz    (Greenway)    Fernald
Cryptotaenba  canadensbs   (L.)   DC.
Daucus   eaTota  L.
Z}dgz4st¢c2t7"    Gc[7}czde7ese    (L. )    Britton
Os77ioz.fe4gc!   cZczgrto7e¢£    (Michaux)    Clarke
a.     Zc77qg4stgrz4s    (Torrey)    DC.
OceypoLbs   rbgbdbor.   (L.)   Raf.
Sanbeuba  eanaden8bs  L.
Tcze7?¢d4cz   47etegez.2.¢mc!    (L. )    Drude
r73czsp4e4m   I)c¥r.Z7d7¢ode    (Michaux)    Nuttall
T.   bz.bfoz,i,atum   (L.)   Gray
*T.    br.bfoz,i,atum  var.   fLavun  B±aLke
Zfgdcz   tz.¢fc>Zdc!tc¥    (Michaux)    Fernald
NYSSACEAE
*Ivgrssc¥   sgrztJczt4c3cz   Marshall
CORNACEAE
Cor.nus   abter.nbfoLi,a  L.   £.
C.   fLorbda  L.
CLETHRACEAE
C'Zet732.cz    c!c24777Z#cztcz    Michaux
ERICACEAE
Chbmaphbba  macuLata   (L.)   Pursh
C!c!grz24ssc!c4cz    Z>czcc3cztcz     (Wang)     K.     Koch
KaLmba  LatbfoLi,a  L.
Z}e2Ac?cJt72oe    rec?2t2.tJcz     (Buckley)    Gray
Ne7ezfes¢cz   pdz.c)8cz    (Michaux)    Jussieu
Monotpopa  unkfLor.a  L.
Ocaydendrum   arbor.eun    (L.)   DG.
Pgriozc!   I.ot2t73d¢fozfc!   var.    c¥mer.4cc!7ecz    (Sweet)    Fernald
I?feodocze7odr.o7e    Gc!Ze72d24Zczce24m     (Michaux)    Torrey
I?.    cc[tc!2JZ)4e7cse   Michaux
R.    mattbmum   L.
T/aecbnbum   constabtaeb   Gravy
V.     ez.grt7zz.c)c3czz.p2"   Michaux
V.     stcz7"47eet47#    Var.    777ezcz7aoc3czr.pa47#    Michaux
V.    t;czcdzzc!#s   Torrey
D IAPENS IACEAE




Ijyskmaehba  quadr.bfobba  L.
STYRACACEAE
Hal,esba   car.oLbna  L.
OLEACEAE
Fracobnu8   amer.beana  L.
SyTbnga   VUZ,garbs   L.
GENTIANACEAE
Ge7it¢c[77c!    cZczz4scz    Raf .
a.    decor.cz   Pollard
G.   qu4nquefotba  L.
OboLar.ba  vbr.gi,nbca  L.
APOCYNACEAE
Apoeynum   cundrosaemff oLbwm  L.
ASCLEP IADACEAE
Asctepi,a8   eeeatbata  L.
A.    g"c!dz.¢foz¢c!   Jacquin
A.     s2/I.4czGcz    L.
CONVOLVULACEAE
C'czzgrstegdcz    sep424777     (L.)    R.     Brown
C'2tsoe4ttcz   I.c)stz.cztc!   Shuttlew.    ex   Engelm.
POLEMONIACEAE
PhLoce   ovaba  L.
P.   panbeuLaba  L.
P.   sububaba  L.
HYDROPHYLLACEAE
Hydr.ophyz,Gum   eanadense  L.
H.   vi,Tgbnbanum  L.
P72c{cez4cz   I.¢7#br.4cztcz   Michaux
B 0RAG I NAG EAE
Ctlnogzossum   vbr.gbribanum  L.
Echbum   vuLgar.e  L.
VERBENACEAE
Ver?bena  urbbcbfoz,ba  L.
LAMIACEAE
Cobtbnsonba  canadensbs  L.
Gtecoma  heder.acea  L.
Lycopus   vbr.gbnbcus   L.
Mentha  pbpepi,ba  L.
M.    spbeata  L.
Monarda   etbnopodba  L.
M.    dbdyma  L.
Nepeba   catar.ba  L.
Pr.uneLLa  vuLgar.bs   L.
Pgrc7€cz€73eme477i    ¢7ecc!7ek777     (L.  )    Michaux
Sc*±242.ec.cz   tJ"Zgczr.¢s    (L.)    Fritsch
Stczcfegrs    Zat4de7es   Small
SOLANACEAE
Sozanwm   car.otbnense  L.
SCROPHULARIACEAE
A"reozc!r4cz   fzcztJcz    (L.)    Farwell
A.    Zc!etjzgcztcz    (Raf.)    Raf.
CheLone   gLabr.a  L.
PedbeuLar.bs   eanadensbs  L.
T/er.basewm   thapsus   L.
Ve2.o7e4Gcz   peps¢ocz   Poiret
OROBANCHACEAE
Co7eop72ozfs   czmer.docz7tcz    (L.)    Wallroth
PLANTAGINACEAE
PZ,antago   Z,anceozaba  L.





Dbodba   teres  WaLlter
GaLbum   apar.bne  L.
a.    c4z.cc!e2;cz7ts   Michaux
a.    Zczt4fcJzd24m   Michaux
G.   pbz,osum   A±ton
C!.    tr4fzore477z   Michaux
Houstonba  caeTubea  L.
H.   purpurea  L.
MbbeheLza  I.epens   L.
CAPRIFOLIACEAE
Sambucus   canadensbs  L.
S.    p24Z)e7es   Michaux
T/bbur.n2Am   acer.bf oz,bum   L.
V.    czZ7e4fozda4777   Marshall
V.   eassbnobdes   L.
CAMPANULACEAE
CampanuLa  aner.bcapa  L.
C.    ddtJc[z.dcotcz   Michaux
LobeLba  bnfLata  L.
L.   si,phbLbbbea  L.
ASTERACEAE
AchbLzea  mbLLefoLbum  L.
Ambr.osba  aptembsb4foLba  L.
A.   brbfbda  L.
A77te7c7eczz.¢cz   pZc!7e±czg47c4fozfcz    (L. )    Richardson
Az.c±4#7#   77747c2ts    (Hill)    Bernh.
Astez.    czG2477Id77czte4s    Michaux
A.   eor.dbfotbus   L.
A.   dbvar.bca±us   L.
A.   LbnarbbfoLbus   L.
A.   macr.ophunu8   L.
A.     7eotjcze-cz7agz4cze    L.
4.   pczte7?a   Aiton
A.    pc[tez.73z4s   Cronquist
A.    pre7ec!7etfeoddes   Muhl.    ex   Willd.
A.   unduLatves   L.
Bbdens  bbpbrmata  L.
Caeazba  ar.tbpz,bcbfoLba  L.
Car.duus   taneeoLatves   L.
Ch¥.y sanbhemwm   Leueanthemwm  Tj.
ASTERACEAE    (continued)
Cbchor.bum  bnbgbus   L.
C'cJz.eops4s   77iclc.oz.   var.    stezz.cztc}    (Nuttall)   Robinson
Cz.epds    c?czp4ZZczz.ds    (L.)    Wallroth
Ez.4gero7e   c[7c7c#s    (L.)    Persoon
E.   phbLadez,phbcus   L.
E.    pz4Zc7zezz"s   Michaux
E.    stz.4gosz4s   Muhl.   ex   Willd.
Eupatorbvem   fbsbuLosum  Barratt
E.   macuzabwm  L.
E.   per.foLbatum  L.
E.   pur.pupeum  L.
E.    ria4gos"77z   Houttuyn
GczZ47esogcz    c34Z4cztcr    (Raf.)    Blake
HeLenbwm   aubunnaz,e  L.
Hebeopsbs   hetbanthbobdes   (L.)   ESP.
H.   mbcrocephaz,us   T.aG.
j7e±erc)t%ec3c¥   7Hczp4cz7?cz     (L.)    Shinners
Hber.acbum   gr.onovbb   L.
H.   panbcutabum  L.
H.   p4LoseLza  L.
ff .    pz.czte77se   Tausch
H.   venosum   L.
I,aetuca  canadensbs  L.
Z}dc!tpzs   spZocztcz    (L.)    Willd.
44cztz.£ca2.¢cz   mcztz.¢c3czr.Zo¢des    (Lessing)    Porter
Pz.e7ecz73tfees   tr4fc)Z4cztcz    (Cassini)    Fernald
Rudbeckba  hbr.ba  L.
R.   baebn4ata  L.
Seneebo   aupeus   L.
S.    s777czZZ4d    Britton
Sobbdago   bbeoLor.   L.
S.   cur.tbsbb  I.GG.
S.    ez.ectcz   Pursh.
S.   nemoraz,bs   AL±ton
S.    p24Z)er.24Zcz   Nuttall
S.    I.ocz72e73s4s   Porter
Sonchus   oLeT.aceus   L.
Tar.aceaeum   offbebnate  W±ggers
Vez.besd7ecz   czzte2.7e4fc>Zdcz    (L.)    Britton   ex   Kearney
Vez.7ec>7?4c!    72otJez)ctz.czce7es4s     (L. )    Michaux
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CHAPTER   VIII
FLORISTICS
The  distribution  patterns  of  the  different  plant
species   on  Phoenix  Mountain  are  the  results   of  several
factors.     These  are:     1)   the  past  floristic  history  of
Phoenix  Mountain;   2)   the  prevailing   climatic  and  edaphic
conditions;   and  3)   the  vegetation  of  surrounding  areas.
These  factors  determine  what  plant  species   and  plant
communities   exist  on  the  mountain.
Several  basophilous  plant   species   occur  on  Phoenix
Mountain.       Pc!r.7eczssdcz   gr]cz7cdzfoz¢cz   DC.    and   Tcze7tbdjcz
d7etegez.rd777cz    (L.)   Drude,   two   basophilous   species,   are   found
in   seepage   bogs   on  Phoenix  Mountain.      These   bogs   do   not
lie  over  a  calcareous   substratum.     However,   the   soil  pH
in  most  bogs   on  Phoenix  Mountain   (which   is   usually  4.0   in
these  bogs)   increases   to   6.0  underneath   these  plants.
Bz.om"s   p2tz.gcz73s    L.    and   Zzgr77224s   rzpczz.424s   Wiegand,    grasses
usually  found  on  basic  or  circumneutral  soils   in  rich
woods,   occur   in   a  mesic  hardwood   stand   on  Phoenix  Mountain.
Az.c!Z)4s   ccz73czde7es¢s   L.    and   Tmpczt4e7es   pczZzzdcz   Nuttall   usually
associated  with  basic  or  circumneutral   soils,   also  occurred
in  mesic   locations   in  mixed  hardwood  forests   on  Phoenix
Mountain.
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Amphibolite,   part  of  the  bedrock  of  Phoenix,   is
composed  of  magnesium  and   calcium   silicates.      The
decomposition  of  these   silicates   releases  magnesium  and
calcium  cations.     Enough  of  these  cations   released   into
the  overlying  soil  would  raise  soil  pH,   accounting   for
the  presence  of   some  basophilous   species.     Other
basophilous   species   such   as   Bz.c)mz4s   pa4z.gcz7es   L.    are   found
in  soils  with  deep,   mull  humus.     Leaf  litter  capable  of
producing  mull   humus  would  also   return  some  bases   to   the
topsoil  and  raise  soil  pH  locally.     It   is   in  sheltered
locations  with  a  canopy  of  mixed  hardwoods   that   this   deep
leaf  litter  and  occasional   circumneutral   soils   (pH  =   6.0)
are   found  on  Phoenix  Mountain.
The   extremely  restricted  habitat  on  the  rocky  summit
of  Phoenix  harbors   an  assemblage  of  plants  unique   to   this
area.     Harsh  living  conditions  preclude  other  plants   from
this   community.      I?4bes   gzc¥7ccze4Zos"in   Grauer   and   Sol.Z)tts
czmez.4c¢77c¥  Marshall,   two   species   usually   associated  with
spruce-fir  forests   and  balds,   are   found  in  the  rocky  woods
a.nd   cl±££s.      Geum   rad4abum   Gray,   Par.onychba   aggr.ocoma
(Michaux)    Nuttall   and   A2.e7eczz.4cz   gz.oe7ezc¥7cddccz    (Retzius)
Sprengel   are  restricted  to  the  rock  outcrops  on  the   summit.
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Many  cultivated  species  persist   in  the  woods   around
abandoned   homesites   on   Phoenix  Mountain.      Tr.4s   gel.mcz7a¢ccz
L.    and   "4sccz7€t7324s   s¢7ce7es¢s   var.    tJczz.4egczt24s    Beal.    occur
at  unlikely   locations   in  woods   as  high  as   1219  meters.
Trees    Such   as   Pr247e24s   czt;4"77z   L.  ,    P.    sez.c)t472c!   Ehrhart,
4/czZz4s    cc)I.o7cczz.dcz    (L.)    Miller,    „.    pz4m4Zc¥   Miller   and
„.    pz.247cffc>Z¢cz   Borkh.    are   found   on  woodland   borders   and
in  pastures.     A  large  number   of  weedy  species   abound  on
roadbanks,   pastures   or   clearings.     These   include
AZZ¢czz.4c¥   pet¢c)Zcztcz    (Bieb.)    Cavara    G   Grande,    Brczss¢cc¥
juncea   (L.)   Cosson,   Er.ysbmum   ehe4ranthobdes   Tj. ,   Cer.a8bbum
semLdeeandr.urn  L.   aLnd   Cat,ycanbhus   fLor.bdus   vaLr.   Laevbgatus
(Willd.)    T.     a    G.       „or24s    I.2tz>2.c¥    L.     and   Pop"Za4s    Gcz72czdocz7?a
Aiton  are  abundant   along   several   streams.
Morphological  variations   can  be   seen   in  some  of  the
plants  that  characterize  the  rock  cliffs.     The  most
notable,   Z}grc3opodd"77!   sezc!gc)   L.,    occurs   there   in   two   forms.
Plants   that  grow  in  xeric,   exposed  sites   are  shorter,
tufted  plants  with  strongly  appressed  leaves.     Plants
with  a  much  more   sprawling  habit  occur   in  shady  locations
along  cliff  bases.     These  sprawling  plants   are   frequently
longer   than  the  maximum  length  of   1.5   decimeters   described
in  Radford,   Ahles   and  Bell   (1968);   the   leaves   are   spreading
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and  not   appressed.      However,   the   leaf  morphology   is
characteristic   of  I;grcopodfe4m   sezc[go   L.,   and  not
Z}.    por.opfedz24m   Lloyd   and   Underwood   which   has   spreading
leaves   and  more   sprawling   growth  pattern.      Z}grcopod+"in
seLago   L.   vaLr.   seLago   and  I,.   set,ago  va.I.   patens
(Beauvois)   Desvaux   as   given   in  Gleason   (1952)   seem  better
characterizations   of  the   two  morphological   forms   of
Z}9copod4a47#   sezczgo   L.    occurring   on   Phoenix  Mountain.      This
variation  within  the   species   Z}.   sezczgo   L.   is   found   in
populations   throughout   the  rocky  summit   area.     The   fern
At72gz.¢24m   cz8pze7a4o4des    (Michaux)    Eaton   also   occurs   in   two
forms   on  the   summit.     Unusual   tripinnate   fronds   of
4.    czspze7e4o4des    (Michaux)   Eaton   occur   in   shady,   mesic
locations   and   fit   the   description   for  A.   c¥spze73Zc)4des
(Michaux)   Eaton   forma.    s2tz>trdpt7e7ec[tetm   Butters   given   by
J.   M.   Shaver   in   1954.     He   found  tripinnate  populations
in   the   high  mountains   of  Tennessee.      The   typical  Atfegz.d"in
frond  is  bipinnately  divided  and  is   the  usual  form
encountered  on  Phoenix  Mountain.     Tripinnate   fronds   are
infrequently  scattered  throughout  the  summit  populations
of  4tfegrr.¢24m   and   are  most   likely   encountered   in   shaded
rock  crevices   on  steep  rock  faces.
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Eleven  of  the  ninety-one  plant  species   on  the   list,
North  Carolina Endangered  and Threatened  Vascular  Plants
(1977),   occur   in  Ashe   County.      Four   species   on   this   list
occur   on   Phoenix   Mountain.       C'czz.ea3   p24z.p24z.4fe2.cz   Mackenzie
and   C!ea47H   I.czd4cztz477!   Gray,    both   Appalachian   endemics   occurring
on  Phoenix  Mountain,   are  plants   rapidly  disappearing   from
North   Ca.rolina.       Z}4Zdtt7#   gpczgrf   Watson   and   Pcz7acz#
a"¢7eg"Gfc>Z424m   L.  ,   both   rare   species,    are   also   found   on
Phoenix  Mountain.     Eleven  other,   less   rare   species   on  the
North  Carolina Endangered  and  Threatened  Plants   list  of
1977   also   occur   on   Phoenix  Mountain.      These   include
Iiyeopodbum   seLago   L.  ,   Woodska   seopubi,na  DC.  ,   ELymus
2.4pczrfe4s    Wiegand,    Pcz734czt777    Z47qec[z.¢fc)Z42477z    Scribner,    Cc!r.G#
Z)a¢Zegr4    Britton,    j7czbe7eczr.dcz   oz.Z)4c324Zcztcz    (Pursh)    Torrey,
4r.e77czp4cz   gz.oe7ezcz7?ddc9cz     (Retzius)    Sprengel ,    Pczz.7tczssdcz
gr.andbfoz,ba  DC. ,   Spbr.aea  vi,rg4nbana  Br±tton,   Panacc
br.bfoLbwm  L.   aLnd  PhLoee   subuLata  L.
CHAPTER   IX
DISCUSSION   AND    SUMMARY
Phoenix  Mountain  is   a  unique  area  both  for   its
floristic  diversity  and  its  geographical  position  as   an
outlier  peak  of  the   Blue  Ridge.      It   is   one  of  only  a  few
peaks   in  Ashe   County   and   the   only  peak  to   be   bounded   on
its  north  side  by  the  New  River.     The  varied  terrain
produces   a  wide  range  of  habitats   for  colonization.
The  prevailing   forest   type   on  most   of  Phoenix  Mountain
is   red  oak.      Red  oak  forests   may  be  distinguished  by   a
strong   ericaceous   layer   predominated   by  I?fec)dode7edr.o7€
Gczze7cd24Zczcez4m    (Michaux)    Torrey.       Red   oak   woods   occur
wherever  moisture   conditions   are   intermediate.     White  oak
forests  were   found  on  rocky,   southern  slopes  near   the
summit.      The  white   oak  woods   had   a  more   open   aspect  with
fewer   shrubs   and  a  relatively  rich  herb   layer.     White  oak
dominated  the  more  xeric  slopes,   particularly  those  with
southern  exposures   and  thin  soil.     Mesic  habitats   in
sheltered  coves   and/or  slopes  were   characterized  by
canopies   of  mesic  hardwood   species   with   or  without   oak.
The  mixed  hardwood   stands   have   distinctive   and  abundant




important  feature,   being  largely  replaced  by  rich
understory  and  canopy   layers.     The  best   example   of  cove
hardwoods   occurred   in  a   southeastern  cove   at   1296  meters.
Even  here,   oak  was  present  as   a  transitional   element.
Other  mesic   areas   on  Phoenix  Mountain   included  a  beech
stand  on  a   lower  north  slope.     This   beech   stand  has   a
rich   herb   layer   which   includes   Pcz7ccz#   q"d7tgz4efoz4c47#   L.    and
Pc!7?cz#   ±z.¢foz£2"   L.      A  well-developed   floodplain   exists
along   Little  Phoenix  Creek  with  mixed  hardwoods   forming
the   canopy.      Seepage  bogs   occur   in  several,   poorly  drained
areas   on  Phoenix  Mountain.     These  bogs   contain  the   highest
number   of  basophilous   species   on  Phoenix  Mountain.
Basophiles   found   here   include   Pal.7tc}ss4cz   g2.cz7ed4foz¢cz   DC.  ,
Pcze7t4dfcz   d7ttegez.I.dmcz     (L.)    Drude    and   Bz.om"s   p242.gcz73G    L.
Many   species   of   the   summit   communities   occur  nowhere
else   on   Phoenix   Mountain.       Populations   of   C!e247#   I.czd4c{t247H
Gray   as   well    as   Aspze7c4247#   mo7ttcz7cz"   Willd.    and   Woc)ds4cz
sac)p24Z47ecz   DC.,   occur   on   inaccessible   rock   ledges   along   the
summit   cliffs.     Many  of  the   species   here   are  restricted  to
high  elevations   and  rock  outcrops.     Seven  of  the  fifteen
species   on  Phoenix  Mountain  that  are  on  the  North  Carolina
list  of  endangered  vascular  plants   occur  on  the  rocky
summit.     This   high   incidence  of  rare   species  marks   the
summit   as   the  most  unusual   habitat   on  Phoenix  Mountain.
Forests   on  Phoenix  Mountain  are   in   stages   of
secondary  succession  that  have   followed  disturbances   by
logging   or   fires.     Many  communities   display  a  canopy
more  xeric   than  the  original   canopy  composition  and  there
is   an  unexpected  richness   of  the  herb  and  humus   layers   in
many  of   the   oak   forests.     Mull   humus   and  mull   geophytes
are   found  under  mixed  hardwoods.     Their   occurrence  under
secondary  forests  of  oak  indicates   that  the  original
forests  were  more  mesic.      If  succession  continues
undisturbed,   mixed  or  cove  hardwoods   can  be   the   expected
climax  forest   in  submesic   to  subxeric  sites.     Spruce-fir
and  hemlock  forests   are   two  major  plant   communities
typical   of  the  higher   elevations   of  the  Blue  Ridge.     These
do   not   occur   on  Phoenix  Mountain.      Even   though  no   spruce
or   fir  occur  on  the   summit,   several   associates   of  these
high-elevation   forests   do   occur--notably,   I?4bes   gzcz73czctzos24777
Grauer   and   Sc)I.bets    cz77!ez.4ccz73cz   Marshall.
The  only  mountain   in  the   literature  with  a  comparable
vegetation  is   nearby  Bluff  Mountain.     When  the   floristic
lists   from  both  mountains   are  compared,   353   species   are
found   to   be   common  to  both   locations.      Fifty-two  percent
of   the   species   collected   on  Bluff  Mountain  by  G.   E.   Tucker
(1972)   were   also   collected   on   Phoenix.      The   bedrock   of
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both  mountains   is   a  dark,   resistant  rock  containing
hornblende.     Exposed  rock  outcrops   characterize  the
summits   of  both   Bluff  and  Phoenix  Mountains.      Species
restricted  to   the  rocky  summit  of  Phoenix  also   occur  on
the   summit   of  Bluff,   with  few  exceptions.     The  Appalachia.n
endemic   C'cz2.e#  7#£ser.cz   Buckley   occurs   only   on   the   summit   of
Bluff  whereas   the   related   C'c!pe#  p2tr.p24z.4ferc¥  Mackenzie,
also   an  Appalachian  endemic,   occurs   only  on  Phoenix
Mountain.      Similar   exposed  rock  cliffs   also   exist   on  Mount
Jefferson.     Although  no  floristic  list  exists   in  the
literature  for  Mount  Jefferson,   it  is   likely  that  it,   too,
has   a   similar   flora.      Boggy  areas  were  more   frequent   and
diverse   on  Bluff  Mountain  than  on  Phoenix  Mountain.      No
counterpart   to   Calloway  Glades,   a  high-elevation  bog-fen
on  Bluff ,   exists   on  Phoenix  Mountain.      Boggy  situations   on
Phoenix  Mountain  are  better  characterized  as   seepage  bogs
due   to   their   acidic   nature   and   the   presence   of  Spfeczg7qz4772
and  ericads.      Forests   on  Bluff  Mountain  were  predominately
oak-hickory  or  oak  with  mesophytic   forests   occurring   in
sheltered,   mesic   situations.   Much  of  the   same   situation
occurs   on  Phoenix  Mountain  except   that   chestnut  oak  or
red  oak  forests,   and  not  oak-hickory,   occupy  the   subxeric
sites.     There   are   few  situations   on  Phoenix  Mountain  where
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C'czz.grc!   is   frequent   enough   to   be   considered   a  ma].or   canopy
dominant.      Forests   on  both   Bluff  and  Phoenix  Mountains
show  varying   evidences   of  disturbance.
Phoenix  Mountain   like  other  peaks   of  the   Southern
Appalachians,   has  been  available   as   a  refugium  for  montane
plants   since   the  Tertiary  period   (Cain,1943).      The
overwhelming  diversity  of  plants   as  well   as   the   endemic  or
rare  status  of  many  of  the   species   indicate   that  Phoenix
Mountain  has  been  occupied  by  an  upland  flora   for  a  very
long   time.
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CHAPTER   X
APPENDIX
A.      Presence  Lists   For  Forest Ty_pe±
1.      White   Oak  Forest   near   the   Summit
Subcanopy  Layer
Aeer  pensytvanbcum  L.
4mezcz73cfe¢e2.   czz.Z)oz.ecg    (Michaux   f. )    Fernald
Cczz.gcz   species
C'czstc[7eec!   de73tcz±cz    (Marshall)    Bokh.
Fczg24s   g2.c[7tddfc>Zdc!   Ehrhart
HancuneLbs   vbr.gbnbana  L.
Oceydendrum   arbor.eum    (L.)   DC.
Sczssc!fz.czs   c!ZZ)£d2tm    (Nuttall)    Nees.
Shrub Layer
C'Zetfez.c¥   czottmd7ecztc!   Michaux
c'02.grz"s    c302.7724±c[   Marshall
Htldr.angea   ar.box.eseens   L.
KaLmba  Lat±fobba  L.
A4e7eg4eszc!   pdzoscz    (Michaux)   Jussieu
I?feodode7edr.cJ7t    ccztczzdDde7€Ge    Michaux
A.     cczze72c!2tzczc3ee47#    (Michaux)    Torrey
R.    mace4mum   L.
Vaccbnbum   constabLaeb  Gray
V.     stczmd7eeat7#    var.     77iezcz7ec)cc!2.pz4777    Michaux
V.     t)czc4ZZcz7cs    Torrey
Vbbur.nwm   acer.bf.oLburn   L.
V.     czZ73dfoz42A77z   Marshall
V.    ea88bnobde8   L.
Vines
Pczz.tfee7toGZss24s    g24£73q24ej'oZ4cz    (L.  )    Planchon
SmbLace   her.bacea  L.
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Herb   Layer
4t7392.4atm   c¥spze77£of dGs    (Michaux)   A.A.    Eaton
I)e7e7estczedt¢c!   p2473et£ZcJZ>24Zcz     (Michaux)    Moore
Os7Htt77dcz   I.egczz4s   var.    spectc!b¢Zds    (Willd.)    Gray
PoLgpodbum   vfr.gbnbanwm  L.
Poze/stzofeztm   c{cpostfc372c>4des    (Michaux)    Schott
P±ez.dd424m   czg"4Z¢73z4m    (L.)    Kuhn
Tfeezgptez.4s   7cotjez>o2.czce7esfs    (L. )    Nieuwland
A7edz.opogo7e   sGopc!r.£24s   Michaux
Cc!rea3   oc)mm"7e4s   Bailey
C.   pensytvanfea  Lalm.
a.    p2t2.p24z.dfe2.c!   Mackenzie
C'.    pctsecr   Schkuhr.
I)cz7etfeo73¢cz   sez.¢cecz   Nuttall
Z}2492tzc!   czGztm477c!tc{   var.     Gczz.oZ¢7€cze     (Watson)    Fernald
Z}.     eG73£7}c!tcz    (Small)    Hermann
Pc!7t4c3acm   depcz24pez.c!t24m   Muhl.
P.    dbchotomum  L.
P.      Zcz7ea4g¢7tos24m    Ell.
P.    LacabfLor.urn   LaLm.
P.    Lbneaz.£foLbum   Scr±bner.
Amabanbh±urp   muscaebocabeum    (WaL±ter)   Gray
Anemone   qubnquefoLi,a  L.
AqubLeg4a   eanadensbs  L.
Ar.abbs   nvedi,eauLbs   L.
Az.247tGac8    d4o4G24s    (Waiter)    Fernald
4s±Gr   c!c24m47?czt"a   Michaux
A.    cordkfoLbus   L.
A.   dfvarbeatus  L.
A.   macr.ophyLbus   L.
-4.    pczfe72s   Aiton
A.    pczter.7e2ts   Cronquist
A24z.eozcz2®dc!   fzczzJcz     (L.)    Farwell
4.     Zczeodgcztc¥    (Raf.)    Raf.
Campanuba   cuner.beana  L.
C'.    dztjc!p¢ccztcz   Michaux
C'c¥24Zopfegzzetm   tfeczz4ctpoddes    (L. )    Michaux
C4m¢odf24gc!   I.czoe77zosc!   Nuttall
CZ473to7c4c!    z47HZ)ezz#Zcz±cz     (Michaux)    Morong
C'o7eopfeozzs    c!mez.Zc3c!7ccz    (L.)    Wallroth
C'o7Bzjczzzczr.4cz   777cz7.czzds    var.    mo7ttcz73c¥     (Raf.  )    Ahles
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2.      Cove   Hardwood   Transitional   Forest
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Herb   Layer   (continued)
Cypr.bped4wm   acauLe   A±ton
E24pcztoz.4zt777   I.24gosz4777    Houttuyn
GaLace   aphyLLa   lj.
Gazfum   apar.bne   lj.
a.    Gr.£fzo2.2zm   Michaux
Geranbwm  macwLabum   L.
G¢Zze7cdc!    tz.4fozdcztcz    (L.)    Moench.
Ge7etdcz7ccz    cZc¥zdscz    Raf .
C!.    decoz.cz   Pollard
G.    qubnquefoLba  L.
ffe24o72ez.cz    tJ¢Zzctscz    Michaux
Hber.act,urn  panbcuLatum  L.
Irks  cr.bstata  A±ton
LbLi,urn  gr.ayb  Watson
L.   mbehaucabb   Po±ret
L.    super.bum   lj.
Mabanthernwm   canadense  Desf .
Medeota  vbr.gfnbana  L.
MbtcheLZ,a   I.epens   L.
Pozggc)7ecztttm   I)dfzoz.a4777     (Waiter)    Ell.
Sangubnar.ba  eanadensbs   L.
Sed24777    fez.7cczt24m    Michaux
S£Ze7?e   stezzcztcz    (L.)   Aiton   f.
S.   vi,I.gbnbca  L.
Sm4Z¢c3¢7}cz    I.c!ce77?cJ8cz     (L.)     Desf.
Sotbdago  I.oanensb8  Porter
StGZZczz.4cz   p24ber.cz   Michaux
Thatbcbr.win   dbobcwm   L.
T.    I.evotutum   DG.
Thaspbum  trbfotbabum   CI-.)   Gray
Tr.adescanbba  subasper.a  Ker.
Tr.bzLbwm   er'ectwm   L.
I.    gz.cz7cd4fzoz.2477z    (Michaux)    Salisbury
I.      24#d24ZCZ±24777    Willd.
Vdozcz   pc!p4Z4o7cczGecz    Pursh.
V.    pedccta   L.
Subcanopy ±
Acer.   pensyzvanbeum  L.
Aesc24Z"s   oc3tcz7cdrcz   Marshall
4772ezcz7cc734er   czr.fac>pec¥    (Michaux   f. )    Fernald
C'czz.p47724s    cc¥pc>Zd7c¢cz7ccz    Waiter
C'czs±c¥7eec}   de7c±cztc¥    (Marshall)    Bokh.
Cot.nus   aLber.nbfoLba  L.   i.
C.   ftor.ida  L.
Hamametb8   vbr.gbnbana  L.
MagnoLi,a  fraser.b  Waiter
Ostr.grc!   u42.g¢7c¢c!7¢cz    (Miller)    K.    Koch
P2.247e%s    sea.ot{7?cz   Ehrhart
Sczssafz.czs   ozb4d24777    (Nuttall)   Nees.
Ti,iba  heber.ophyLza  Vent.
Shrub Layer
Hydr.angea   ar.bor.escens   L.
KaLmba  tati,foz,ba  L.
I;ea4cc)t72oe   z.ec242.tJcz    (Buckley)    Gray
Z}47cdez.cz    Z>e7?go4%     (L.)     Blume
Rbbes   I.obundbf oLbum  M±chLaLux
I?73odoc9e7ed2.c>7e    cczze7td24Zczc?e24m     (Michaux)    Torrey
R.    mazcbmum   L.
Scinbueu8   eanadensb8   L.
S.    p24Z?e7es   Michaux
Sol.Z>24s   a2.b24t4foz4cz    (L.)    Heynhold
Vczcc47€42477z    e2.2/ t7zr.c7cczrp247#    Michaux
Vbbur.nwm   acer.bf oz,bum  L.
V.    c!Z7e4fctz4"in  Marshall
T/.   eassbnobdes   lj.
Vines
Ar.bstoz,ochba  macr.ophgzza  LaLm.
Pczz.tfee7zoc4ss24s   qz4¢7eq24efozzcz    (L. )    Planchon
SmbLaac  her.baeea  L.
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Herb   Layer
Adbantum  pedatum  L.
At7agrz.¢247#   czspze734c)4des     (Michaux)    A.A.    Eaton
Botrychbum  dbs8ectum  Sprengel
a.     tJ4z.g4774cz7c"77!    (L.)    Swartz
Dr'gropter¢s   47ctep77?ed4cz    (Willd.)    Gray
I).     7#czrlg47¢czZ¢s     (L.)     Gray
Lycopodbum   i,ucbduLum  M±chaLux
OnocLea   sensbbbz,bs   L.
Osmunda   cbnnamomea  L.
a.    I.egczz4s   var.    spectczz)4Z4s    (Willd.)   Gray
Potgpodbum  vbr.gbnbanum  L.
Pole/st4cfe247#   c[crost4o%o4des    (Michaux)    Schott
Sez.c¥g47cezzcz   c!podcz    (L.)    Spring
T72eze/pterdG   7®otjeboz.czce7ts¢s    (L.)    Nieuwland
Andr.opogon  vbr.gbnbcus   L.
Bromus   puTgans   L.
C'cz2.ea3   c!est¢tJczZ¢s   M.A.    Curtis
C'.    Z>cz4Zez/d    Britton
Ezymus    ribpar.b2As   W±egaLnd
C!Zgrce204cz   772ez¢cczz.4cz     (Michaux)    Hubbard
Juncus   effusus  L.
I;"g24Zcz    czc24md7ccztc}   var.    ccz2.oZ,¢7ccze     (Watson)    Fernald
Sc42.pz4s   cztr.c>t;4rle77s   Willd.
S.    cgrper.f7t24s    (L.)    Kunth.
Aconbbwm   unc4natum  L.
Amabanthbum   muscaebocebcum   (WaLlter)   Gray
Anemone
Anemone ana
Aptecbpun  hgemaLe   ( uhl.   ex  Willd.)   Torrey
4z.4sc¥e7#cz    tpdpfegrzz24772    (L. )     schott
A2.247eo"s   d4c)4c24s    (Waiter)    Fernald
AscLepbas   ettatbaba  L.
4ste2.    c¥c24777?77c!t24s    Michaux                  .
A.    cor.dbfoLi,us   L.
A.   dbvar.beatu8   L.
A.    macr.ophgtL2As   L.
A.     77oucze-cz7tgz4cze    L.
A.    pczte7cs   Aiton
A.    pcztez.7ez4s    Cronquist
A.    ppe7tc}77t7zc>4c{e8   Muhl.    ex   Willd.
CacaLba  atr.bpLkei,foci,a  L.
CampanuLa   ameT.beana  L.
C.    cZ4tJczr.dGczto   Michaux
C'cz2.dcz777¢7ce    co7tcc{te7ecztcz     (Michaux)    Ahles
C'.     pe77sgrzt)cz7t4ccz    Muhl.
!±£±i  ±±2:±±   (Continued)
CheLone   gLabr.a  L.
C'477!dc3djp"gcz    2.czce77!c)sc!    Nuttall
C'Z47etc>7t4cz    2477?Z)ezz24Zcztcz     (Michaux)    Morong
Cottbn8onba   canaden8bs   L.
C'o7ec>p%c)Z,¢s    czj7?e2.4ca7ccz     (L.  )    Wallroth
C'oz.eops4s   777czc.cJr.   var.    stezzcztcz    (Nuttall)    Robinson
Ctlpr.bpedi,urn  aeaute   Alton
I)ez.pfe4724z4m    tp4co2.7ce   Michaux
Z)¢p72grzzefc{    c3grmo8cz    Michaux
E2.dgezoc77e   p24ZGfeezz,2{s    Michaux
Er.ythr.onbum   cunerbccunum   Ker
Eupabor.bum   i bstuz,osum  BarraLtt
E.    I.e4gos24777   HOuttuyn
Gaci,urn  apar.bne   L.
G.    cdrcczezcz7ts   Michaux
C!.     Zczt4foz¢c6m   Michaux
G.   pbzosum   Alton
G.     tz.4fzoz.2477z   Michaux
Geranbum  macuLabwm  L.
ffczz)e7tczr4cz   cZcz2Jezzcztcz    (Michaux)    Sprengel
ff.    or.Z)¢c24Zcztc{    (Pursh.)    Torrey
HeLenbwrm   autunnaze  L.
Hepabbca   acubbLoba  I)C.
j7et4c73ez.cz    2J£Zzcisc¥    Michaux
Impatbens   capensbs  Meerb.
T77!pczt¢e7cs   pczZZ4dcz   Nuttall
Z}4g24st4c24m   ccz7cczcze7tse     (L. )    Britton
I,obe7,ba  sbphi,i,i,ti,ca  lj.
Mbtez,Za   dbphyLLa  L.
C)a;gpozds   I.4g4d4c)r    (L.)    Raf.
Par.nassba   gr.andbf oz,ba  I)G.
PodophytLum   peLbabum  L.
Pozggo7tczt"777   b4fzctz.2477!    (Waiter)    Ell.
P2.e7ccz7tt73es   tz.4foz4cztcz    (Cassini)    Fernald
f?cz»2/7cc324Z24s    riec24z.I;cztz4s    Poiret
Rudbeekba  Lacbnba±a  L.
Sattbfr.aga  mbcranthLdbfoLba   (Haw)   Steudel
Sed2477?    ter7?czt24m   Michaux
Senecbo   auz.eus   L.
SbLene   stezLaba   CL.
Smbtaebna  r'aeemosa
SoLbdago   puber.uZ,a  N
Aiton  f .
L.)    Desf.
SbeLLar.ba   gr.ami,nea  L.
S.    pkz)ez.cz   Michaux
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Herb   Layer   (continued)
Thazbcbrwrm   revobutum  DC.
rfecz8p£247#   Gczr.Z>£73odG    (Michaux)    Nuttall
T.    tpi,foz,I,atum    CL.)   GraLy
Tbar.eLLa   cor.dbfoLba  L.
rz.c!24ttJettez.4c!   Gczr.oZ£7e4e77sds    (Waiter)    Vail
Tr.bLL±um   erectwm  L.
I.    gr.c{7tdffzor247#    (Michaux)   Salisbury
I.     z47ede4Zczt24m    Willd.
VGz.atz.2477?   u42.4de   Aiton
Verbesd77c!   CZZ.ter.7c¢fc)Zdc}    (L.)    Britton   ex   Kearney
V4c7Zcz    Z7Zcz7eczc¥    Willd.
V.      ocz7€czcze74s¢s    L.
V.     Gcz77czde77s¢s   var.    I."g24Zoscz    (Greene)    C.    L.    Hitchcock
V.    ez.+ocaz.pa   var.    Zedc)Gczz.pc¥   Fernald   a   Wiegand
3.      North Slope
Subcanopy ±
Beech   Forest
Aee¥.   pensgLvanbcum   Tj.
4esckz,"s   octcz7cdz.cz   Marshall
A777ezcz7cG7z4Gz.   cz2.Z7or]ecz     (Michaux    f.  )    Fernald
HaLesba   ear.otbna  L.
Hamametb8   vtr.gbnbana  L.
MagnoLba   fr.aser.b  WaLLter
Ostrgrcz   u¢z.g¢7t4cz7ccz    (Miller)    K.    Koch
PopuZ,us   candbeans   A±ton
Shrub   Layer
Hgdr.angea   ar.bor.eseens   L.
j[czZ7774cz    Zcztdfoz4c¥    L.     (associated
with   Ts24gcz   ccz7tczde7tsds)
Rhododendron  mattbmwm  L.
with   Tsttgcz    cc¥7cczcze7ts4s
ass
Rbbes   rotundbfoLbum  M±chaLux
V4ba4z.7c24m    czZ7t4fc)Z424777    Marshall
V.    cassbnobdes   L.
Vines
Ar?bstoLochba  macr.ophyz,I,a  La.in.
Pczr.t72e77oc4ss24s    q2447tqz4efc)Z4cz    (L.)    Planchon
Herb   Layer
Adbanbum  pedabum  L.
Atfegr.424w   czspze7c4o4c!es    (Michaux)    A.A.    Eaton
Bobr.ychbum   vi,I.gi,ni,anum   CL.)   SwaLrtz
C'grstopte2.¢8   p2.c)±r.24scz    (Weatherby)    Blasdell
Dryopber.bs   mar.gbnaz,bs    (L.)   Gray
Pot,ypodburn   vbr.gbnbanum  L.
TfeGZ2/ptez.4s    7eot;ez7ozoczce7csds     (L.  )    Nieuwland
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Herb   Layer   (continued)
C'czrieff   Species
C!Zgrce2.4cz   777ezdccz2.4cz     (Michaux)    Hubbard
I;#zz4Za    czc9247#47tcztcz    var.    ccz2.oZZ7qcze     (Watson)    Fernald
Z}.     ec7247ccztcz    (Small)    Hermann
Pcz7c4ca477z    species
4ZZ4cz204c¥   pet4oZcz±cz    (Bieb.)    Cavara    a    Grande
Amabanbhbum   museaebottbeum    (WaL±ter)   GTay
4r.4sc¥e777o    tz.4pfegzz247#     (L.)    Schott
Asc¥z.24m    cc¥7qc¥dG77se     L.
4stez.   species
C'4mdcdj.24gcz   rczce77?oscz    Nuttall
C'Zc[#to7c4cz    cc¥2.oZ47e¢c!7ccz    Michaux
C.    vb¥.gbnbca   L.
C'Z47eto77dc¥    z477iz7ezz24Zcztc¥     (Michaux)    Morong
C'o7tt;czZZczr4cz    77zczc.czZ4s    var.     mc>77€cz7cc!     (Raf .)    Ahles
I)ezp7347t4t477?    tz.4Gori7ce    Michaux
I)4ce7at2oc!   ocz7cczde7cs4s     (Goldie)    Walpers
I)4spcJr"7#    Zcz7724g47cos24m    (Michaux)    Nicholson
Er.¢ger.ct7t   p24Zc?73ez,Z,24s    Michaux
ET.ybhr.onbum   amer.beanwm   Ker
Z24pcztc>z.Z247#    2.24gos24m    Houttuyn
Hydr.ophyLCum   canadense   Tj.
LbLbwm   mbchauttbb   Po±ret
L.    8uperburn   L.
Mabanbhemum   canaden8e   Desf .
Medeoz,a  vtr.gi,nbana  L.
Os777or.fe4zcz    c3Zczgtc)7t4d     (Michaux)    Clarke
a.     Zc77cgdstgrz4s     (Torrey)    DC.
Panaee   brLfoLbwm   L.
P.   qubnquefoLbum  L.
Pfec!ce zfcz   f£777G2.£crtcz   Michaux
PodophytLum  pet,tabum  L.
Pozg/go7tc¥tz4772   b¢fzc>2."777     (Waiter)    Ell.
P.    p24besc?e7ts    (Willd.)    Pursh.
Sed24772    fez.7ccztk77?    Michaux
Senecbo   aur.eus   L.
S777dzczc47ccz    2.oce77zoscz     (L.)     Desf .
Stezzc!z.4o   p24ber.cz   Michaux
Tbar.ez,I,a   cor.dbf oLi,a  L.
Tz7czz4tuetter.4cz   cczz.oZ¢7tde7es4s    (Waiter)    Vain
r2.4ZZ4a4777   grcz7td4fzo2."777    (Michaux)    Salisbury
I.     "7Cd24Z,Czt2477?    Willd.
V¢oZcz    bzcz7cdcz    Willd.
V.     c3c!7eczde7cs4s     L.
V.    ocz7eczde7cs4s    var.    I.24gz4Zoscz    (Greene)    C.L.    Hitchcock
Herb   Layer   (continued)
ALLbum   br.bcoccwm   A±ton
Anemone   qubnquefoLba  L.
Apzec3tr.2tm   fegremc¥Ze    (Muhl.    ex   Willd.)    Torrey
Ar.abbs   oanaden8b8   L.
Az.4sczemcz    tr¢pfegrzz2477z     (L.)    Schott
4scz2.z477]    ccz7?czde7ese     L.
Astez.   species
C'cz2.dcz77?47te    co7ccczte7ecztcz     (Michaux)    Ahles
C'.     pe7es2/Zz;cz7edcc!    Muhl.
CLaytonba   vbr.gbnbca  L.
Cotzbnsonba  canadensbs  L.
Cynogz,ossum   vbrgbnbanwm  L.
Er.ybhr.onbum   amer.bcanum  Ker
z24pcztoz.424777    I.2t9c>s24772    Houttuyn
GaLi,urn   apar.bne   L.
Gabbum   fabbfoLbum  M±chaLux
C!.     tz.dfzo2.24772   Michaux
Hepatz,ca  acutbLoba  I)C„
Impabbens   capensbs   Meerb.
I.   pczzzfdcz   Nuttall
Z}czportecz    c?a7?czde7tsds     (L.)    Weddell
Z}4g24st4c247#    ccz7tacze7?se     (L. )    Britton
Mabanthemum   canaden8e  Des£.
Medeo7,a   vbT.gbnbana  L.
MbbeLLa   di,phyLLa   L.
Monar.da   dbdyma  L.
OTchbs   spectabbLbs   L.
O#grpc>Z4s    ri4g4d4or.    (L.)    Raf.
Pozggo7?cztee7#   Z>4fzope/77?    (Walter)    Ell.
Ranuncuz,us   aborbi.vus   L.
I?.    73£sp4d%s   Michaux
Sangubnarba  eanadensi,8  L.
Sed24777    ter73czt24m   Michaux
Seneebo   aur.eus   L.
S77?4Zczc3d7ecz    2.czcemoscz     (L.)     Desf.
Stezzczz.4cz   p2tz)ercz   Michaux
Sgr777pZoccz2.p24s   fctetdd24s     (L. )    Nuttall
Tcze7c4d¢cz    47etegez.2.477?cz     (L.  )    Drude
ThaLbebr'wm   cLavatum  DC.
T.    dbobeum   L.
T.    pevoz,utum   DC.
Thaspbum   br.bfozbatum   (L.)   Gray
T.    b¥.bfo7,batwm   vaLr.    fzavwm   BlaLke
Tbar.ezLa   coy.dbfoLba  L.
T2.cz24ttjet±er.¢cz    cczz.ozd7q¢e7cs4s     (Waiter)    Vain
T2.dzz4k77?    247Cd24Zczt2477?    Willd.
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4.     Alluvial   Mixed  Hardwoods
Subcanopy Layer
Acer   pensyz.vanbcum   L.
4esc24Z24s    oGtcz7tdz.cz   Marshall
C'czr.pZ7t2ts    cczroz47tdcz77cz    Waiter
Cz.c[tczeg"a   species
HamameLbs   vi,I.gbnbana  L.
Ost2.grcz   t74r.g47idc!#cz    (Miller)    K.    Koch
P2o247e"s   se2.ot47ecz   Ehrhart
Sczssczfrczs   c!ZZJ¢d24m    (Nuttall)    Nees.
Shrub Layer
Hydr.angea   ar.bor.eseens   L.
Kabmba  Latbfobba  L.
Z}e24ootfeoe   2.ecz4z.i)cz    (Buckley)    Gray
Z}477dez.c¥    Z7e77go47c     (L.)     Blume
Vc¥cod7cd"777   species
Vines
Dboscorea  vbLLosa  L.
Pczr.t7ae7?c>c4ssws   gz447€q24efoz4c¥    (L.)    Planchon
Herb   Layer
Botz.ychbum   dbsseebvem   Sprengel
z}orcopctd4"772    z24Gdd24zk777    Michaux
O8munda   ei,rmamomea  L.
0.   cLaybonbana  L.
Pc7Zgst¢cfe"in   czar.ost4c3fec>ddes    (Michaux)    Schott
czpodc!    (L.)    Spring
C'czz.ea3   Species
I;"zz4Zcz   c¥c24m47eczto   var.    cczr.oZ¢7cc¥e     (Watson)    Fernald
Z}.    ecfe477c¥tc¥    (Small)    Hermann
!±£±i  ±2:±±   (Continued)
Vboza   eanadensbs   L.
V.    eri¢occ[z.pcz   var.    Zefocc!ppc!   Fernald   6   Wiegand
V.    pczzmcztcz   var.    soroz.¢cz    (Willd.)    Pollard
V.    I.o±"7cd4fozdcz   Michaux
Zfg4cz   tz.4fc)Zdcztc{    (Michaux)    Fernald
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5.      Mixed   Hardwoods   Successional Cormunity
Subcanopy ±
Acer  pen8yz,anbeum  L.
Aesc3z4Z24s    octcz#drac¥   Marshall
Cot.nus   ftor.baa  L.
HamarrieLbs   vbr.gbni,ana  L.
Oceydendr.urn   arbor.eum    (L.)   DC.
Pz.z47t24s   sez.ot47tcz   Ehrhart
Shrub   Layer
C'z.cztczeg"s   species
Hydrangea   a¥.borescens   L.
KaLmba   Latbfobba  L.
Z}47?dez.a    I)e7tzo47c     (L.)    Blume
Vczcc347t4"in   species
Vines
Ar.bsboLochba   macr.ophtlz,La   LaLm.
Dboseorea  vbttosa  L.
Pcz2.tfee7toc¢ssks   q"47cg24ej]c)Z4cz    (L.)    Planchon
Vb±bs   Labrusca  L.
Herb   Layer
Adi,antum  pedatum  L.
Bobr.gchbum   dbssecbum   Sprenge±
8.     tJ£2.g£73£cz7cz47n     (L.)     Swartz
Z)e7c7cstc¥edt4cz   p247eGt¢ZoZ)24Zc!     (Michaux)    Moore
Dr.yopber.bs   mar.gbnaz,Ls    CL.)   Gray
Osmunda   ebnnamomea  L.
Pozgrstdcfez4m   czcz.ost4c72o4czes    (Michaux)    Schott
H±?_  Layer (continued)
C'czz.ea3    Species
Ec7z47aoc72Zocz    cz.24sgczzz4     (L.)    Beauvois
Z}"ge4Zcz    czc24777477cztcz    var.     cc!2.ozd77c¥e     (Watson)    Fernald
Pcz7t4c247#    species
Anemone   qui,nquefotba  L.
4pZGctr.24m   %ge77?czze    (Muhl.    ex   Willd.)    Torrey
Ar.abbs   canadensbs   L.
A2.4sczemcz    tz.4p73grzz24777     (L.)     Schott
4ri247?G2zs   df o¢c%s    (Waiter)    Fernald
Asczz.k77?    oc!7cczde7cse     L.
4stez.   species
Campanuz,a  amer.bcana  L.
C'.    d¢2;c!r¢ccztcz   Michaux
C'czrdcz77747€e    cc)7zcc¥te77cztcz     (Michaux)    Ahles
C'.    pe7esgzucz7?4ccz    Muhl.
C'cz24Zop7zgzz2t777    t7zczZ4c±2.o4des     (L.  )    Michaux
C'fe477zop73¢Zcz    7#c!Ge4Zcz±c!     (L.  )     Pursh
Ctaybonba  vbrgbnbea  L.
C'Z47qtc)7e4cz    z4777Z)ezz24Zczto     (Michaux)    Morong
CoLL4nsonba   canadensbs  L.
Z)dspoz.z4777    Zcz77"g47eos24777    (Michaux)    Nicholson
Ez.dger.c)7?   p24Zc72ezz24s    Michaux
Er.ythr.onLum   comer.bcanum   Ker
E2tpcztoz.d"77i   I.24gc)st4777   HOuttuyn
GaLbum   Za±bf oLbum  M±chaLux
Gentbana  qubnquefoLba  L.
Get.anbwm  macuLabwm  L.
C!oode/e2.cz   p24Z)esoe73s     (Willd.)    R.    Brown
C!.    z.epe7cs   var.    opfe4o4des   Fernald
ffoz)e7cczz.4c¥    or.Z)4c24Zcztcz     (Pursh. )    Torrey
Hepatbca   acubbLoba  I)C.
Irb8   er.b8taba  A.Eton
I;czpor.tecz    ccz7cczde7ts4s     (L.)    Weddell
Z}Zg24st4c2477?    cc¥7cc¥de7?se     (L.  )    Britton
MaLanthemum   canadense  Desf .
MedeoLa   vbr.gbnbana  L.
Obotar.ba   vbr.gbnbca  L.
0¥.chbs   speebab4Lbs   L.
Osmoz.73¢zcz    c3Zczgto734Z     (Michaux)    Clarke
PodophyLLwm   pettabwm  L.
Pozgrgc)7tczt24777    I)4fzc)I.24777     (Waiter)    Ell.
Sangubnar.ba   canadensbs  L.
Sani,euza   canadensbs  L.
Seneebo   aur.eus   L.
S4Ze7ce   stezzcztcz    (L.)    Aiton   f .
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Herb   Layer   (continued)
S7774Zczcd7ecz    I.c¥cemoscz     (L.)    Desf.
Stez.Zc¥z.dc!   p24Z)e2.cz   Michaux
Tcze77dd4cz    47ctegez.2.£777c{     (L.)    Drude
Thazbetpwm   eLavatum  DC..
T.    dbobewm  L.
I.    I.etJoZ24t2tm    DC.
Tfec¥spd24m   bcrz.b47eode    (Michaux)    Nuttall
T.   br.bfozbatum   (L.)   Gray
Tr.bLLbum   er.ectwm  L.
I.    gz.cz7ccZ4fzoz."in    (Michaux)    Salisbury
I.     247cda4Zcztat777    Willd.
I/tJ24Zczrdcz    gz.cz7eddfzc>2.cz    Smith
ThoLa   eanadensbs  L.
V.    Gcz73czde73s¢s   var.    2.kgztzosc¥    (Greene)    C.L.    Hitchcock
V.    pc¥Z777cztc!   var.    sol.oz.4cz    (Willd.)    Pollard
V.    pc¥p£Z.£c)7?czGecz    Pursh.
V.    I.ot2477d4fctz4cz   Michaux
Zd2;4cz   tr4foz¢atcz    (Michaux)   Fernald
Subc
6.      Red   Oak   Forest
anopy  Layer
Acer.   penstlLvanbeum  L.
AesGe4Z24s    c)etcz7edz.cz   Marshall
Cot.nus   fLor.ida  L.
Hamcuneti,a   vbr.gbnbana  L.
O#grde7edz."77]    c¥rboz.G24m     (L.  )    DC.
Pr247e2{s    sez.c)±¢7ecz   Ehrhart
Sczssc!fz.czs   c¥ZZ74d"777    (Nuttall)    Nees.
Shrub  Layer
C!c!grzz4ssc¥c4c¥    Z7c¥cc3cztcz     (Wang)     K.     Koch
Hydr.angea   ar.boy.e8cens   L.
Kaz,mba  batbfobfa  L.
I?72odcide7edz.c)7e    cczze73d24Zczc9ea47#     (Michaux)    Torrey
Vaccknbwm   con8tabLaeb   Gray
Vines
Di,oseor.ea  v£Ltosa  L.
Pczr.tfee7ec)G¢ss2ts   qz447tg24efoz¢c!    (L. )    Planchon
Srnbbace   herbacea  L.
Vbtb8   i,abTusea  L.
Herb   Layer
Adbanbum  pedatum  L.
Z)e7e7?stczeczt4c¥   p"73Gt4Zob"Zcz    (Michaux)    Moore
Pobypodbum   vbr.gbnbanwm  L.
Pozgst4o7zz4m   czcz.ost4cfeoddes    (Michaux)    Schott
Cc!2®ea;    Species
Z24gz4Zcz    czc"7%47ecztcz   var.     ocz2.ozd7ecze     (Watson)    Fernald
Pcz72doa4m    Species
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8.     Presence  Lists   for  Specialized  Habitats
1.      Rock  Outcrops   on   the   Summit
104
Herb   Layer   (continued)
A7Hc!4c!7tt73424m   m24sGc!etc)a;4c24m    (Waiter)     Gray
4pzectr."7"   72gre7#czze    (Muhl.    ex   Willd.)    Torrey
Ar4sczemcz    tz.dpfegzz24m    (L.)    Schott
Aste2.   species
Ccz7#pc!7q"Zcz   ddoczz.dcc¥tcz   Michaux
Cc{z.dczm47te    co73cczte7ccztc}    (Michaux)    Ahles
C.    pe7esgzz;cz7}dcc!   Muhl.
Cauloph-ynun  thaLbctpobdes   (L_.)  M±cha,ux
C'fed777ap724Zc¥    7Hczc"Zcztcz     (L.)     Pursh.
C'o7tc>pfec>Zds    cz77zez.4cc{7tcz     (L. )    Wallroth
Cypr.bpedfun   acauLe   A±ton
Ez.dge2.o7?   p24Zc72ezz24s   Michaux
E2tpcztc)2.£2t7"   I.2{9Os"777   HOuttuyn
GczZ¢24m    Species
Gentbana  qubnquefoLba  L.
Ger.anbwm  rnacuLatwm   L.
GfbLenba   tr.bfoLbata   (L.)   Moench.
Goodtlera  I.epens   vaT.   ophbobdes  FernaLd
Hepatbca  acutbLoba  I)C.
Ir.bs   cr.bstata  Alton
Mabanbhemum   canadense  Desf .
Medeoza  vbr.gbnbana  L.
Obotarba  vbr.gbnbca  L.
Or.chi,a   speetabbtk8  L.
SanbeuLa  canadense  L.
Senecbo   aur.eus   L.
S£Ze7te   stezzcztcz    (L.)   Aiton   f.
S77r4ZczGd7}c!    I.czce777osc¥     (L.)     Desf.
S±ezzczrifcz   p%Z>ez.c}   Michaux
Thaspbun   br.bfoLbatum   (L.)   GraLy
Tr.bLL4wm   er.ectum   L.
I.     247qd24Zczt"in   Willd.
UvuLar.ba   gpandbfLoz.a   Sm±tt±
(Waiter)   Fernald
edata  L.
ZZc)7tczc?ecg    Pursh.
V.    I.ctt2t7ed4fc>Z4cz   Michaux
4tfegrz.¢24m   czspze7cfc)ddes    (Michaux)    A.S.    Eaton
4spze7t42t77?   7#o7ata7ea477?    Willd.
Dr.yopter.bs   mar.gbnazbs    (L.)   GraLy
Lycopodi,urn   seLago   L.
PoLypodbum   v¢r.gbnbanum  L.
Pc>Zgstdc37z24m   czcz.ostdcfectfdes    (Michaux)    Schott
Sezczg47cezzcz   I.24pestz.4s    (L.)    Spring
Tfeezgrptez.4s   7ecJt;ebor.czoe7es4s    (L. )    Niewland
Woodska   scopuLfna  DC.
Agz.ost4s   pe2.e7e73cz72s    (Waiter)    Tuckerman
A.    sbozonbfer'a  L.
A7edz.opogo7e   scopczr¢a4s   Michaux
82tzz)os±gzzs   cc!p¢ZZczrds    (L.)    Clarke
C'czz.e#   cctmm247cds    Bailey
C'.     pe7tsgztJcz7e¢ccz    Lam.
C'.    p24z.p2tz.¢fez.cz   Mackenzie
C'.    I.osecz   Schkuhr.
Danthon±a   eompressa  Aust±n
I).    sp4ccztcz    (L.)    Beauvois   ex   R.6   S.
Pcz7€4cztm    depcz2tpez.czt2477?    Muhl.
P.    d,bchobomwm   L.
P.      Zcz7c24g¢7eos2tm    Ell.
P.    Zacefftor.urn  La[m.
P.    Lbnearbf.oLbum   Scr±bner.
Z}24924Zcz    czG24777d7ec¥tcz    Var.     Gczz.c>Z473c¥e      (Watson)     Fernald
Aeez.   pensyLvanbcum   L.
Aoez.   r2tz)I.z4m    L.
4.    sczccfeczz.2tm   Marshall
Amezcz73cfeder.   czr.boz.ec¥    (Michaux   f.)    Fernald
A.    c!z.Z7c)I.ecz   var.     ZczetJ¢s     (Wiegand)    Ahles
AqubLegba   eanadensbs   L.
Ar.aLbs   nudbcauzbs  L.
Az.e7cczz.4c!   gz.c>e7ezcz7td4cc!    (Retzius)    Sprengel
A8ter  I,bnar.bi,fotbus  L.
A"I.ecJZczz.4c!   fzcztJcz    (L.)    Farwell
A.     Z¢e2Jdgcztcz    (Raf.)    Raf.
Bet"Zc!    Z24tec!   Michaux   f .
C'c!stcz7tecz   de7etcztcz    (Marshall)    Bokh.
Czetfercz   czcz4m¢7tc!tcz   Michaux
CZZ7cto7ezcz    24mbezz24Zcztcz     (Michaux)    Morong
C'o7ctJczZZczr.dcz    777czc.czZ4s    var.    mo7a±cz7324m     (Raf.  )    Ahles
Corigrztt8    Gcir7e24tcz   Marshall
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Herb   Layer   (continued)
Fc!g24s   grcz7cd4/.oZ4cz   Ehrhart
GaLaca   aphyLLa  L.
C!c¥gzztssczcdcz    bczGccztc¥     (Wang)     K.     Koch
Genbbana  ezausa  Raf.
a.    decc)I.cz   Pollard
G.   qui,nquefotfa  L.
Geum   I.adbatum  Gray
GbLLenba   tri,foLbata   (L.)  Moench.
HamcuneLbs   vi,I.gbnbana  L.
ffG"c3feez.cz    tjdzzosc¥   Michaux
Hber.acb2Am   panbeutabum   L.
ff .    pz.czte7?se   Tausch
H.    venosum   L.
Ir.bs   crbstaba  Ai.ton
KaLrnba   LatbfoLi,a  L.
Z}e24cctt72oG   I.ec24riua    (Buckley)    Gray
I;dotp¢s   spdcc!tcz    (L.)   Willd.
LbLbwm   gr.ayb  Watson
L.   mbchauceLb   Po±ret
Mabanbhemum   canadense  Des£.
MedeoLa  vi,I.gbnbana  L.
#e7tgdesdcz   p¢Zoscz    (Michaux)   Jussieu
MbtcheLLa   I.epens   L.
C)a3grcze7edr24m    cz2.Z7c>z.e24m      (L.  )     DC.
Pcz2oo7eg/cfe4cz   czgg2.oc3omcz    (Michaux)    Nuttall
Pc¥2.t72e7cc)cfss24s    qz447€q24efoz4c!    (L. )    Planchon
Pz.247c24s    sez.ot47ecz   Ehrhart
Quez.eus   atba   L.
Q.    pr'bnus   L.
0.    I.24bz.cz   var.    Z>oz.eczzds    (Michaux   f.)    Farwell
I?fec7dc)de7tdpc>7t    c3cztc¥tt7Zt¢e7cse    Michaux
R.    macei,mum   L.
Rbbes   I.otundi,i oz,i,urn  M±chaLux
Rubus   azLeghenbensf a  Porter
R.   eanadensbs   L.
Sc!ssczfr.czs   c!Zb4dk7#    (Nuttall)    Nees.
Sacebfraga  mbchauttbb  Br±tton
Sed24m   tezepfe4c>4des   Michaux
S.     fez.77c¥t24m   Michaux
Se7tecdo   smczzz¢4   Britton
Sbz,ene   vi,I.gknbca  L.
Sobbdago   bbeoLor.   L.
S.    cur.tbsb4   I.a   G.
S.    erectc¥   Pursh.
S.   nemor.aLbs   A±ton
Sct2.Z724s    czmez.dccz77cz    Marshall
Herb   Layer   (continued)
Spd2.czecz   I;¢z.g47edc!7e¢   Britton
Thaspbum   tri,foLbabum   (L.)   GraLy
Tsztgc¥   ca7tc¥de73sd8    (L.)    Carr.
I.     Gczz.oZ47?4c!7tcz    Engelm.
Vaeebnbwrm   consbabtaeb   Gray
V.     s±czwd7tG247#    var.     wezcz7cc)cczz.p2477i   Michaux
V.     tJclc£ZZcz7cs    Torrey
V¢Z>zt2.7t24777    czZ7t4fozd24m    Marshall
V.    cassbnobdes   L.
V.    pczp4Z4o7cc¥cecz    Pursh.
Vi,ota  pedata  L.
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2.       Seepage   Bogs
Atfegrr424m   czspze7e4o¢des    (Michaux)    A.A.    Eaton
I)2.9opte2.ds   d7etez.med4cz    (Willd. )    Gray
I).     7#czz.g47eczzds     (L.)    Gray
I;gcc>pc>d4a477?    Zz4c¢d2tz2tm    Michaux
OnoeLea   sensbbbbbs   L.
Osmunda   ebnnamomea  L.
0.pe
Setag
c}Zfs   var.    8pectczz)dzfs    (Willd.)    Gray
7cezzcz   czpodc!    (L.)    Spring
73ouebo2.czce73sds    (L. )    Nieuwland
Andr.opogon   vbr.gbnbcves   L.
Br.omves   pur.gans   L.
Cczr]ea?   cEestduczz¢s   M.A.    Curtis
C.    I)adzegr4   Britton
ELymus   I.¢parbus   W±egaLnd
GZ2/cez.4cz   mezfcc!2.£cz    (Michaux)    Hubbard
Juneus   effusus  L.
Z}24924Zcz    czG24m47tcztcz    var.     cczz.oZZ7cae     (Watson)    Fernald
I;.     ec?72473cztcz    (Small)    Hermann
Sc¢2.p2ts   cztr.otjfz.e7?s   Willd.
S.    cgrperd73zts    (L.)    Kunth.
Aeonbtum  unefnatum  L.
Ascbepbas   eeeaLtaba  L.
4stez.   p2.e7ccz7etfec>4des   Muhl.    ex   Willd.
CheLone   gtabr.a  L.
Czetfez.cz    czcz4777d77c¥tcz    Michaux
CotLi,nsonfa  canadensbs  L.
Cypr.bpedbum   aeauLe   A±ton
I)ezpfe47c4z4777    tr.¢cc)I.7ee    Michaux
I)4pfegzze4cz   ogrmoscz   Michaux
Eupatorbum   f4sbvebosum  Barratt
j7czbe#czz.4c!   cZcztJGZZcztcz    (Michaux)    Sprengel
j7.    oz.bfcz4Zcztc!    (Pursh.)    Torrey
HeLenbwm   autunnaLe   L.
I;eztc3c>t73oe   r]ecz4rzJcz    (Buckley)    Gray
Lbg2Astbeum   canadense
Ocetlpot¢s   I.bgbdbor.    (L.
Parnassba  gr.andbf oz,ba
L Britton
P73grsoGczz.pz4s    c>p2tzdfozz"s     (L. )    Maxim.
SczmD2tc2ts    Pe4Z>e7?a    Michaux
Seepage   Bogs    (continued)
Sed2tm   fez.7?czt"in   Michaux
Seneebo   auz.eus   L.
Sc>Zfdczgo   p"ber2tzcz   Nuttall
Soribz4s   czrz724tffozfcr    (L. )    Heynhold
Sgr777pZc)c3cz2.p24s    foetdd24s     (L.  )    Nuttall
Tc}e7add4cz   Z7?tegerz.dmc!    (L. )    Drude
Thatketr.urn  I.evotubum  I)C
Thaspbwm  br.i,fobbatum   (L.)   Gray
TozJa2.cz    z;4z.g£7?¢cz7¢cz     (L.  )     Raf.
rz.cza4ttJetter4cz   cczrozd7t¢e7es4s    (Waiter)   Vail
Vaecbnbum   eonstabLaei,   Gray
V.     ez.grtfe2.occzz.pz6m   Michaux
V.     stczm¢7te#m   Var.    7Hezcz#c)oc{r.p24m   Michaux
Veg.Z>es¢73cz   czzter.7e4foz?cz    (L.)    Britton   ex   Kearney
Vdb2tr.7c24m   czZ734foz£24m   Marshall
V.    cassbnobde8   L.
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